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The Practice of Green Tara
by Ven. Bardor Tulku Rinpoche
~ an introduction lo th.is teaching on the practice of Tara, we should keep in mind the
general point that all ,hings,-including ourselves-are of the nature of impermanence.

It is also important to remember that there are differences between the vehicles (or yanas)
of Buddhist practice based on the commitments connected with them. From the point of
view of the hinayana, the commitment is the pratimoksha or the individual liberation
d iscipline. This is connected with, for example, the vows of a Buddhist monk or nun in
which one has to obsen,e a certain conduct of body and speech, to be peaceful and

disciplined in one's behavior, to wear the three robes, and so forth. That is the external
d iscipline of the hinayana. The internal discipline of the mahayana is to maintain an
attirude or thought that one is practicing dharma for the benefit of all sentient being,;-o.ll
of whom have been one's mother in some lifedme-in order that they obtain
buddhahood. Then, secretly there is the samaya of the vajrayana which is primarily
dependent upon t he guru or lama. In this context, it is said: "The bma is the Buddha,
the bma is the dharma, the lama is Vajradhara. It is the lama who performs all.• Thus,
from the vajrayana point of view, everything depends on the lama.

From our Point of view as Karma Kagyu practitioners, "'hat is meant by lama in this case
is the lineage \\•hich starts with Vajradhara. From Vajradhara comes an uninterrupted
lineage down through the bmas of the lineage, especially the Oyalwa Karmapas, and
down to our own root guru. As Kagyu practitioners, our root guru is the Oyalwa
Karmapa who is the lord of all mandalas. 11,e word •1<agyu" lite rally means "command
lineage." The ttaching;; have been transmitted orally, from mouth to ear, from t he
primordial Buddha, Oorje Chang, 'all the way down 10 our root guru, without
incerruption and with no mistake. The teachings \\•hich are transmitted in this manner
a re the essence of all dharma- the mahamudra teaching.<. Having r=ived these
insttuctions fron'I this lineage, one then puts them into practice.

For Kagyu practition~rs, the main teacher is the Gyalwa Karmapa. But it is also necessary
that there be other lamas who perform the function of teaching in order to implement
the activity of the Gyal\\ia Karmapa. This is why, under the I<armapa, there are ntany
teachers. In each dharma center there are !,,mas who give instruction ro practitioners. It
is just as important to maintain our samaya with respect to our root gurus-those ,vho
acrually, personally give us inscruction-as it is to keep samaya with respect to our 1nain
lineage teacher, the Gyalwa Karmapa.
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A lama such as the G),alwa Karmapa has five aspects: body, speech, mind, qualities, and
acti,ity. lf we are able to directly encounter t'he body and speech of such a lama by, for
example, meeting His Holiness and receiving his blessing and hearing him teach directly,
this is excellent. Even if we do not meet His Holiness directly, but encounter his teaching
through, for example, corning to KTD Monastery and receiving teachings from the
lamas, this is the activity of His Holiness. It is necessary to undetstand that the source of
all the activity performed by the Kagyu lamas is His Holiness the Gyalwa Kannapa.

T raditionally, it L, said that when listening to the mahayana dharma, one needs to
abandon what are called the three faults. The three faults are as follows, first, to listen or
to hear the dharma in the manner of an overturned cup, which means that you are not
listening and therefore nothing gets inside. The second fault is co listen in che manner of
a leaky cup. This refers to listening in a distracted way, where what you hear leaves your
mind as soon as it enters. The third fault is to listen i_n the manner of a cup •.vith p0ison
in it, \\ hich means that, through emotionality, you distort the dharma that \'OU receive.
1

When studying the meaning of the dharma, the rraditional approach is to first proceed
from word to word, learning the precise meaning of each word. This thorough method
of study is compared to the gait of a tortoise, because a tortoise proceeds slowly,
gradually, fr-om o ne step to the next. and never misses a step. In tl,is way v.·e should
examine each word and learn the meaning of it separately. Following that., our
understanding of sections of the text, of the larger grouping of subject matter, should be
like the leaping of the tigress. We should be able to grasp a whole area of the text as a
cohesive unit very quickly. Follo\\•ing that, our understanding of the meaning of a ce.xt as
a whole should be like the Aight of a garuda.' surveying the entire landscape from the air.
Then, when practicing the mahayana dharma, the most important thing is the attitude
with which v.·e pracrice. Whatever kind of dharma practice we underrake. v.·e need co
have an altruistic intent. We need to consider that among the countless sentient beings
that exist, there is not one ,vho has not at some point been our mother. Not one of them
wishes to suffer. All beings wish to have happiness and to avoid suffering. But through
not knowing the means by wnich happine.,s is attained and suffering is avoided, all
sentient beings experience suffering, without finding happiness. Based on this
understanding, ,ve should think that \\'e are practicing dharma in o rder to bring them
happiness and freedom from suffering. If, for example, 1·ou are practicing the meditation
on Arya Tara, \'OU should think, "lam practicing this in order to establish myself in this
state, at the level of Arya Tara, and thereafter to establish all sentient beings at this state."
11,e important thing is chac your motivation be to practice for the benefit of others. Then
ir will work. If \'OU practice only for the benefit of yourself, it will not work.

But along with the altruistic attitude of practicing dharma for the benefit of sentient
beings, we also need to h.1.ve renunciation for samsara. We must understand that samsara
is an ocean of suffering, and on the basis of that understanding, desire to obtain
2
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buddhahood. If we do t\Ot have renunciation for samsara while practicing dharma, we
will be practicing what is known as the dharma of samsara and not t he dharma of
nirvana. 11,e dharma of samsara is what experienced when someone acrually does
dharma practice but without a disgust for samsara. It is when practice of dharma is mixed
with delight in samsara, i.e. without understanding the decepti"\·e nature of cyclic
existence. When we develop disgust with samsara, and practice dharma on that basis,
that will enable us to obtain nirvana.

In connection with this, it is important to understand the t:\\•o kinds ofbodhicitta-,he
attirude of wanting to benefit all beings. These are the bodhicitta of aspiration and the
bodhicitta of implementation. The bodhicitta of aspiration is the thought, •1 will practice
dharma for the benefit of all sentient beings in o rder that they obtain enlightenment.•
Then, following that, it is necessary to acrually implement this and perfonn the practices,
especially the practice of the six paramiras. If you do not implement bodhicitta through
acrual practice, then ewn though you think, 'I would like to benefit beings; I would like
to liberare rhem from suffering," you will not be able to do so. It is the acn,al enactment
of our intention of bodhicitta "'hicl1 requires renunciation of samsara.
Practicing the dharma of samsara is when one engages in practice without an attitude of
bodhicitta. For example, if someone practices dharma diligently, but with an attirude of
great pride, he or she would be reborn as a samsaric god. If the practice was done with an
attirude of aggressiveness or competition, one would be reborn as an asura. This kind of
practice is dharrna because any virtuous action is said ,o be dhanna. However, because it
is not accompanied by an attirude of bodhicitta, it will nor lead one to buddhahood but
only produce the temporary benefits associated with better rebirths within samsara. It is
very important \\•hen practicing dharma that our aspirations be for what is most
important- the attainment of buddh.ahood. W e should not aspire toward the happiness
of human and god realm existence, o r happiness in furure lives and so forth. "lbese
mundane temporary benefits 1A1ill come from dharma practice1 but if we aspire for rhem
o nly we receive no ultimate benefit. Consider the example of a tree, which has a root,
trunk, branches, and leaws. Through the cultivation of the root and trunk, t he branches
and leaves will flourish automatically. In this example, the root and trunk of the tree
correspond to the aspiration to obtain full enUghtenment, and the branches and leaves
are the automatic o r accompanying attainment of happiness in furore life,imes. This is
the attitude with which we should listen to the dharma. I ask that )'OU maintain such an
attirude as you study this text.
This teaching is o n the deity called Arya Tara. If we examine the narure of Arya Tara
from the point of view of what is called the definitive meaning, the true meaning, then
she is Yum Cher\ Mo, the Great Mother.' Arya Tara is called the Great Mother because
she embodies the ultimate meaning of the dharma, the ultimate meaning of emptine..<sthe dharmakaya. The u ltimate meaning of dharma is like a mother in the sense that it is

' Sanskrit; Prajnaparamita
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the source from which buddhas obtain enlightenment and bodhisattvas obtain
realization. The dharmakaya is what gives rise to, or gives birth to all buddhas and
bodhisattvas. Therefore, this ultimate meaning of the dharma, which is the dharmakaya,
is called Yum Chen Mo, the Great Mother.
We can also consider the meaning or nature of Tara from the point of view of the
indicative meaning. At rhe time of rhe Buddha Amoghasiddhi, there was a human
princess by the name ofYeshe Dawa c·Moon of Wisdom"). In the presence of the
Buddhs, Amoghasiddhi she engendered bodhicitta and gave rise to d1e aspiration and the
commitment to benefit and liberate all sentient beings, to conquer all maras or demons.
The commitment she made was truly unique. She committed herself, from the moment
when she first engendered bodhkitta until the time of obtaining complete buddhahood,
to be reborn only as a v.·oman, never as a male, for the benefit of sentient beings. The
strength and special nature of this vow has ne,,er arisen in the pQSt among all buddhas,
does not arise in the present, and will never arise again in the furure. Her diligence,
cou~. and ,:ea! in her commitment are unrivaled. For rhese reasons she was especially
praised by all buddhas, and Buddha Amoghasiddhi bestowed on her the name Dro!ma
N,umw Pamo. Drolma means Tara, •she who liberates.• N,urma means "she who acts
swiftly," and Pam.o means "she who is strong and powerful."' When her name was
pronounced by the Buddha Amoghasiddhi it was simultaneously proclaimed and heard
in all realms.

There are many origins for the practice of Tara and these practices can be found in all
the four levels of tantra: kriya, charya, yoga, and anuttarayoga. Liturgies from these
various origins were widely practiced both in India and Tibet and the number of Tara
practitioners who obtained siddhi and attained her state of realization dlrough
performing her sadhana \\•ere as n1any as the stars in the sky.

These teachings on Tara practice are based on a particular practice text known as the Zap
Tik Drolma Mandal Choga, and we will be referring to the actual text of this liturgy
throughout.
The sadhana comes from the older of the two main traditions of dharma which were
propagated in Tibet, which is called Ngagyur or Nyingma. Of rhese older, or Nyingma,
teachings there are again two kinds-those transmitted through an oral succession, kama,
and those transmitted dlrough discov,:ry, called terma. This sadhana is of the second
group, that of tenna practice.•

Terma teachings originate with Guru Rinpoche, Padmasambhava, who concealed many
ttacred teachings in such a manner that they y,.·ould be discovered at appropriate times in
the future, when beings would be ready to receive and understand those particular
teachings. The hidden teachings rhemsel,,es are called terma, and the indMduals foretold
4
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by Guru Rinpoche's prophesies who discover these hidden teachings are known as
rertons. There are many different kind, of rerma, such as earth treasures, v..-atcr treasures,
and so forth. This sadhana is \\1hat is called 111 thought tcrma," or gor\g ttr.
Among the 1,002 tertons, there are 108 individuals who are said to be great tertons, or
Ter Chen. And supreme among all of these was Orgyen Dechen C hokjur Lingpa. It was
he who discovered this practice. The sadhana arose from the expanse of his n1ind in the
way that water can suddenly spring from a rock where there was no water before. This
mind treasure arose in a cave called Peme Shelpuk, the "Crystal Cave of Perna." It actually
combines three different lineages in one coming through Chokjur Lingpa.
Terton Chokjur Lingpa was renowned as an extremely accomplished being. He
discovered many terma teachings in the late l9 th century in Tibet. My own previous
incarnations v,.•ere strongly connected with Cho kjur Lingpa. In connection with terma

teachings, in addition to the terton, the one who discovers the sacred teaching, thete is
another person who ls known as terdak, the one who is in charge of, literally .ilord" or

holder of what is discovered. In this case, the terdak who protected and preserved rhese
Tara teachings was the 15th Oyalwa Karmapa. As well, the Second Jamgon KongtrOI
Rinpoche was respnnsible for putting the text together in the form of a written liturgy.
Through his wisdom, this previous incarnation of jamg<)n Rinpoche was able to put
these sacred terma teac.hings into a sequence that is both beneAcial and easy to follow.
Thus with respect to this particular Tara rerma there were three main teachers involved:
the one who discovered it, the one who organized them and put the text together for us,
and the one who was spiritually the main holder of the teachings. My previous
incarnation had very strong dharn,ic connections and pure samaya bonds v.•ith all thre~
Terchen Chokjur Lingpa, the Second Jamg<ln Rinpoche, a11d Terdak Khakyap Oorje, the
lSth Karmapa. Not only did my previous incarnadon have a \'Cry pure and strong
connection v.rith those teachers, but in my present life the 16th Oyalwa Karmapa v.ias my
personal teacher. I have learned everything that I know of ,he sucrayana and tantrayana
from His Holiness. Si11ce His Holiness was the holder of this Kagyu lineage and this
sacred terma teaching, and having o btained every teaching I have obtained in my present
life from His Holiness, I hope and believe that whatever I m<eal here will be of some
help to all of you.
It is not only ,hat His Holiness the 16th Karmapa was my perso11al root guru. You
should also know that in the cradi1ion of ,he ocean-like sucrayana and tantrayana
teaching it is predicted that His Holiness Karmapa will in the future take birth as the 6th
buddha of this eon to re\<eal the dharma and guide the beings of that time. In the present
time His Holiness is the supreme leader of Karma Kamcsang' traditio11 which many of
you are following, and which dates back to the first Karmapa, Dusum Khyenpa.
Understanding this, it should be ,,ery clear to us that His Holiness is not only a holder of
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this particular cerma practice or the teachings on Tara in general, but that he is the Lord
of Dha.r ma in every respect.

This is important to understand, because altho ugh this teaching is concerned with the
practice and visuali.ation ofTara, in general, whatever meditation practice you do it is
necessary to feel the presence of al\d to visualize your root guru , who is devotedly
regarded as an enligh,ened being. His Holiness, who is the ho lder of this lineage and the
Lord of Dharma, is unquestionably such a being. Additionally, in many teachings it is
explained that His Holiness is the emanation of C he nrezik,6 who embodies the
compassion of all enlightened beings. In the teach ings o n Tara, it is said that she was
emanated from the tears of Chenrezik. Thus there is a very strong connection between
Tara a1\d C henrez.ik. Understanding that connection, ,ve feel devotion tO\\iards our guru,
the ho lder of this lineage, His Holiness, because he is the emanation of Chenr~ik. This
u nderstanding of the relationship between His Holiness a nd C henrezik is the basis of a ll
our meditation visualizations and practices.
ln undertaking meditation practices, such as this Tara practice, there are three necessities
o r imperatives. The first is gratirude co\\-ards our root guru, and particularly one who is
the ho lder of such a profound and unbroken dharma lineage. If the lineage were not
u nbroken we would be unable to receive it. The second necessity is recognizing the
importance of establishing one's formal connection ~'1th the unbroken lineage of such a
practice through receiving empowerment, transmission, and practical instructions which
in Tibetan arc kno\\'O as ~ng, lung, and tri. WC1ng is empo,.verment, lung is the o ral
rransmission of t he text of the liturgy itself, and ni is t he explanation of how co actually
do the practice. It is necessary to obtain these fTom someone who is a qualified teacher,
who has obtained a nd practiced them properly. That is known as unbroken transmission.
The dUrd necessity is, for example, in the practice of the Tara, that when visualWng Tara
you must fee.I,hat Tara in essence is inseparable from the essence o f your root guru, His
Holiness the Oyalwa Kan napa. In form \'OU are "isualizingTara, but in essence your root
guru, Karmapa, and Tara are inseparable. lf you are able to visualize with such a trust
and understanding in the inseparabiliry of your guru and Tara, chen because of the
unbroken transmission, the ble.<sing l\eeded to foster experience in yourself will be mosr
potent and the experience that will lead you to realization can come abo ut quite quickly.
TI1ose are rhe three nec~ities in the practice.

There is another reason that it is important for us to \"i.sualize Tara as inseparable from
the guru. In any practice of visualization of a deiry, which is known as the developing
srage of the meditation, the derails of the visuali.acion of the deiry should be as clear and
precise as possib1e, like the reflection of the moon appearing on calm water. HOYo•ever,
though there may be some people who have developed a capacity to visualize the deity
perfectly and pr«:isely, in most cases the ability to visualize the deiry fully and precisely is
q u ite min imal. One reason for this is that Tara, and all t he other deities, are of a form
that we have never experienced through physical sight. And actually the nature o f a deiry
6
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itself, which is the sambhogakaya aspect of enlightened mind, is presemly beyond our
ordinary ability to fully experience.

Ho\vever our teacher or gurus-1 atn particularly referring to His Holiness Kar1napa in
this context-have in their kindness emanated in human form, like ourse(..,-es. Thus, since
v.-e have the chance to see them as human beings, it is not hard to imagine them and how
they look because they are very much like o urselves, in contrast to the sambhogakaya
deities. Since it is easier for us to imagine them, if we feel that the being who \l.'e can
visualiu, is truly inseparable from the deity, this greatly facilitates t he effectiveness and
blessing of the practice.
It would be mistaken, ho"'•ever, co visualize the root guru above your head in a solid or
concrete form. The visualization of the root guru is inseparable from Tara, in this case,
or any other deity you may be visualizing, and it is beyond any substantiality. Although it
is clear and vivid, it is not solid.

Performing the Practice of Tara
It is not necessary co make extensi"-e preparations or set out elaborate offerln.g:s for the
actual practice of this sadhana. If you have extensive offerings that is excellent, but for
doing the practice on a daily basis it is not necessary. The only requirements are that the
ritual be performed at a time of day in which you have not yet eaten meat or consumed
alcohol, and you sho uld also be clean. You should at least wash your face and hands
before beginning practice. If you are doing it as an intensive practice for many days, then
as an additional diseipline, you would eat only what are called the three white and three
sweet foods. If )'Ou are simply doing it as a morning practice, though, the only necessity is
that you not have consumed meat or alcohol on that day before performing the practice.
TI,e Tara sadhana itself is divided into three part<. First is the refuge prayer, in which we
take refuge in the Three Jewels and engender bodhicitra, the alrruistic mind of
enlightenment. Next comes the actual practice, which includes the stel)'by..tep process of
the dc"eloping the visualization of Tara a.n d her retinue and the practice of benefiting.
11lird is the dedication of merit.
At the begin ning of the practice you should place your body in the excellent meditation
posture known as the "Seven Ohartn3S ofVairocana," which refers to seven aspects of
physical meditation posture. Then you proceed with an attitude of bodhicitta to begin
the taking of refuge, for which \'OU need ta visualize the deity Tara in front of yourself in
Sp<lCC and think that she is actually present. You should regard Tara as the embodimen t
of the qualities of the enlightened being$ of the three times and the ten directions, and as
insep<lrable from your !,'\Jru. 11,at is the visualization of the deity for raking refuge.
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Then the actual taking of refuge begins with the word NAMO, which is Sanskrit and
means "I pay homage."' Then, the liturgy continues with KON CHOK KUN NGO JE
lSUN MAR. KON CHOK means the rare and precious ones, or jewels, referring to the
Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. KUN NOC means actually to be all of these. Thus it is
saying that Tara is authentic embodiment of the Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha.
With the following phrase, DAKSOK DRO KON KYAB SU CHI, you are saying that
you yourself and all sentient being:s rake refuge in Tara, who is the embodiment of all rhe
rare and precious ones. The verses up to this point are the taking of refuge. The attitude
you should have here is that the reason or purpose of taking refuge with Tara is to

liberate yourself and all other sentient beings from samsara and bring them to the
omniscient state of enlightenment.
The next rwo lines are the engendering of bodhicitta and this is again divided into two
parts, the bodhicitta of aspiration and the bodhicitta of implementation. The phrase
JANG CHUB MON PAY SEM KYE NE literally means "having given rise to the
bodhicitta of aspiration.• which is the intention that you are practicing in order to

liberate all sentient beings. The text continues with ZAB MC LAM LA JUK PAR GYl,
meaning •1 will enter the profound path." This refers 10 the bodhicitta of
imp1emcntation. The words for "enter" and "'imple1.nentation" are the same in Tibetan.

Thus with these two lines \'<>U are acmally srating the two kinds of bodhicitta. At this
point in the limrgy you are saying that, although you have the intention, \'OU do not have
the ability to liberate all sentient beings. In order to actually liberate all sentient beings
\'OU must enter the path of practice. Thereafter you will be able to do it. Thus in order to
do this, you are going to have to pU! the teachings into practice.
It is said that the cause of the attainment of the state of a bodhisattva is the bodhicitra of
aspiration. The further condition, or contributory cause, is the bodhicitta of
implementation. Additionally, it is said that there i$ no way to please buddhas other than
by pleasing or benefiting sentient beings. TI,erefote in order to attain the level of a
bodhisattVa \'OU need to bring about benefit and joy to sentient beings.
Traditionally, it is also said that there are three kinds of offering. The best kind of
offering is the offering of practice, and the best example of this is Jetsun Milarepa.
E-ngagjng in the instructions of the guru-putting them into praccice and obtaining the

realization of mahamudra-is rhe supreme offering we can make to our guru and to
buddhas. The second kind of offering is the offering of our body or our services. This
mea.ns performing work on behalf of our guru and the sangha. An example of this is
building the KTD Monastery for Hi.i Holiness the 0)-alwa Karmapa. We need to
understand that we built the monastery not simply because the Gyalwa Karmapa is
pleased by a monastery, but because we are helping His Holiness help sentient beings.
The reason His Holiness wants to build monasteries is because monasteries are places
where sentient beings will come in contact with the teachings and enter the door of the
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dharma. The only thing that pleases enlightened beings such as the Karmapa is the
benefit of sentient beings. Thus the only reason co build a monastery-the only reason
"'hy he needs it, and the only reason we "'ork o n it-is in order to benefit sentient beings
by bringing them into contact with the dharma. That is the second kind of offering. The
third kind of offering is the offering of wealth o r other material things.
These offerings of material things and of work are known as ,he conceptual
accumulation of merit. lt is conceptual because we have the notion, •1 am doing this
work" or · 1have rnade this offering.~ We need to engage in our endeavors with the aim
that the accumulated merit which in its nature is based on conceptuality gives rise to the
fruition, the attainment of the non-conceptual accumulation of wisdom, which is
primordial awarenes.~. It is necessary to have that attirude of trying to accumulate merit in
order to attain the state of wisdom which is full buddhahood. This accumulation of
wisdom is also defined as that \\•hich is non-conceptual with respect to the three spheres.'
After establishing the motivation ofbodhicitta, the next step in the practice is the
recitation of the Se"en Branch Prayer, which is a method for gathering the conceptual
accumulation of merit. The se\'en branches of the prayer are ( I) paying homage, (2)
offering, (3) confession, (4) rejoicing in merit, (5) requesting the turning of the Wheel of
Dharma, (6) beseeching enlightened beings not to pass into n ir\,ana, and (7) dedicating
the l'Oerit to all sentient beings.
In the first branch of homage and pro.stracion, \'0\1 are expr<:$Sing respect and devotion to
Tara and all the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions and the three times that
are surro unding Tara.
The second branch is making offerings of actual material objects (such as those set out on
the shrine) and mentally emanated or visualized offerings. Sometimes offerings are
described in lengthy detail; they may also be described in a more general or condensed
fashion. Generally speaking, though, while you are d oing this, you visualize that you offer
everything cl\tlt is in this cosmic universe. You offer all that belongs to )'OU personally as
wdl as all that does not-flowers, lamps, food, music, this earth, and all the other planet,
and stars. 1£ your capacicy to visualize and your knowledge of Buddhism is more
extensive. then you could also visuaHze the offering of Mt.. Mcru , the four continents,
eight subcontinents, the sun and moon, and so forth. ln brief, you imagine that you are
offering all chis to Tara and the buddhas and bodhisam>as of the ren directions and three
t imes. As you complete that offering think chat they accept it with great joy.
Confession is the third branch. Here again you visualize Arya Tara in front of you,
surro unded by her retinue of buddhas and bodhis."rvas. In her presence you are
confessing all the negative actions you have performed with your body, speech, and
mind. These are summed up in the listing of the "ten unwholesome actions"- d,ree of
'Three spheres: ( I) subject of action, (2) object or recipient of actio n, (3) the action itself
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body, four of speech, and three of mind. There are five •immtasurable" crimes as well,
che "crimes o f immediate consequence.• As you do this part of the prayer, you confess aU
your negati"e actions and express your repentance and regret to Tara and all the buddhas
a nd bodhisattvas.
The fou rth branch of the prayer is rejoicing in the merit of beings. You are rejoicing in
the positi\'e karmic accumulations of shravakas, pracyekabuddhas, bodhisatM.s and
ordinary beings. You are rejoicing in this merit that is gathered in the "three times/'
which means the past, present, and future. Thus acrually you are rejoicing i1, the merit of
all beings at all times.
The fifth part is the request to turn the Wheel of Dharma, which means asking
enlightened beings to reveal the teachings. Ag;iin, )'OU are requesting this of the
enlightened beings you ha"e visualized here-Tara, surrounded by the buddhas and
bodhisattvas. You are requesting them to reveal teachings in accordance v.rith indi\tidual
beings' capacity to understand them. This is because various beings' capacities to
understand spirin1al teaching are not the same. Shrava.kas have a certain capac~ty to
understand; pratyekabuddhas have their own potential level of understanding, and
bodhisattvas have a greater capacity. Thus you are requesting a variety of teachings to be
revealed. such that each individual can be benefited properly.

The sixth branch is requesting enlightened beings not to pass av.iay into nirvana. This
refers here to Tara and other enlightened beings, as well as your personal teachers. You
are requesting them not to pass into nirvana but rather 10 look after and guide all beings
until samsara is totally emptied.
The se,,enth branch of the prayer is dedication. You a.re dedicatil\g whate,,er virtue you
ha\Te accumulated in previous lives as well as this present lifeti1ne. You are dedicating it
with the aim that such merit may rapidly lead )'OU to accomplish the realization of a
buddh.,, a state of enlightenment equal to that of Tara. Thus you will have the abilicy to
guide a nd lead others to the ;;ame gool.
At t he conclusion of the Seven Branch Pra\'er you should t hink that the objects of refuge,
Tara and her retinue, visualized in front in the sky, melt into light and dissolve into
)'Ourself. At this point \'OU should abandon your conception of yourself in terms of your
ordinary body and conceive of )'<>Ur form as pure, such that your body, speech, and mind
are inseparable with the body, speech, and mind of Tara and the buddhas and
bodhisatt\'a.S. At this point you ha,,e obtained the three emJ)Owerments, the physical
empowerment-to visualite yourself as the deity (in this case, Tara); the verbal
emp0v.•erment or permission co recite the manaa of Tara; and the mind ernpowermentto rest your mind in meditation inseparable v.•ith the meditative state of Tara.
Next comes the mantra OM BENZA AM RITA KUNDAU HANA HANA HUNG
P'HE. This is a purification mantra, by v. hich you 1.nenr..1.IJy purify <..-'Verything there is,
and particularly the offerings you have placed on t he shrine. When you say this you
1
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should think that Jambud,,pa (this entire world) and e>'Crything which is impure is
entirely cleansed and becomes completely pure. n,en recite the SWABAWA mantra.
You should think that e\'Crything dissolves into emptiness. Ordinarily, we think of
ourselves as existing and \\'C consider that o ur Y.lOrld of outer phenomenon also exists in
a \'Cry concrete way. We think that the mind that concei,..,. of all this is an entity as well.
At this point in the practice, when reciting OM SWABAWA SHUDDA SARWA
DHARMA and so on, you meditate on emptiness or shunyata. This means there are no
ttuly existent outer phenomena-no world, or objects in it. There is also no mind that
concei\'CS of the exi.ltence of objects-or their non-exi.ltence either-so there is no clinging
whatsoever. In th..'\t way you rest in the state of crnptiness or shunyata.
When you have transformed your a\\iareness into the recognition of emptiness, you
should think that out of emptiness all appearances arise as the realm of Tara, which is
called lorus Shape or lorus Design. It is extremely beautiful in its design and
arrangement and also in its ornamentation. Imagine that this realm is filled with sacred
subs<ances which are completely pure and magniftcen~ lt is J)O$Sible to give a \'Cry
extensive and detailed explanation of the buddha field of Tara. In fact, each and e\'Cry
buddha field has its own characteristics and qualities, and each can be described in a \'Cry
extensive way. For the purposes o f the practice, though, it is sufficient just to maintain
,he understanding while practicing that, as you come out of the meditation on
emptiness, the world that vou a.re in is not the ordinary human world. It is the pure
realm of Tara.

Next vou consecrate the offerings with the offering mantras starting with OM BENZA
ARGHAM AH HUNG, and so on, while performing the offtring mudras.
You can get an idea of the woen offering mudras from the photos included in the text,
though it is best to learn them in person from someone who knows them correctly.
One thing I want would like to stress, for your sake and fo r the sake of the tradition in
the furu re, is that there are many different sorts of mudras according to the various
specific traditions, some which are quite different from the others. In Tibet it was a \'Cry
strict policy, so to speak, that the different systems of mudras should not be mixed
together. But as Tibetan Buddhism came to the West, it was ine>'ttable that there was
quite a bit of mixing of the traditions as people learned them. Now that these mudra
traditions ha,.., become confused in practice, it is hard to undo that, but this is
something to keep in mind. In any case, the mudras demonstrated here are of the
category known as •new terma" because they are associated with the specinc text we are
using, which is one o f the terma texts discovered in more recent times.
There ate a few practical points about mudras as well. In any hand mudra, regardless of
the tradition, it is necessary to keep your two elbows close against vour body. Then, when
the mudra is performed, it becomes very smooth. I'"" seen many people crying to do the
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mudras, and not having learned this, their elbows and arms jut out from their bodies.
That is incorrect and quite awkward as well.
One common mudra used to denote respect is called the pema (10111s) mudra. In this
mudra, the two hands are placed together at the heart level. It is similar to the gesture of
prayer here in the West. With this mudra )'OU always keep your two elbows against your
body, and the hands should not be flat together, but are slightly cupped as if holding
something. You may have seen this mudra in thanka pai11tings of Chenreiik in which he
holds a wisl>-fulfilling gem in his hands. This is the symbolic meaning of the open space
you leave between the hands. Additionally, this mudra is always done holding your hands
at heart le,•el. If you were to do the same mudra with your hands up at your Iii'$, th.is is
known as the mudra of sadness or grief. That is something )'OU might do at a moment of
great sadness, for example when someone very impOrtant to \'OU passes away, such as your
teacher.
You may already be fumiliar with the offerings that correspond with the offering mudras.
They are the ones traditionally put out every day on Buddhist shrines in seven bowls. The
first and second bowls contain water. The first water bowl is drinking water, the second is
water for washing the feet. The third bowl contains flowers, the fomth incense, and the
fifth one holds a lamp. The sixth bowl contains scented water and one places a food
offering in the seventh bowl. (An additional bowl with a small musical instrument, like
the small tingsha cymbals, may also be placed along with the offerings.)
These offerings on the altar are ac.rual and visible things, but the most important aspect

of making the offerings is having purity of mind while you are doing the practice.
Making the tangible offerings may be very easy for someone who has plenty of material
things, but maintaining the proper and genuine attitude of mind is more significant than
simply placing things on the shrine.
The mantra for the first of the seven offerings is ARGAM which is water for the mouth.
Then PADYAM is water for washing the feet. PUPE is flowers, and as you say the mantra
and do r.he mudra you try to imagine toosing up flowers in offering, and make a slight
motion of doing that. DHUPE is incense, and the two fingers in the mudra rese,nble two
sticks of incense. You go through the seven offerings doing the mudras and saying the
mantra starting with OM BENZA and ending with AH HUNG for each one•.
After the recitation of the offering mantras, then there is the short mantra OM BENZA
SAP'HA RANA KHAM. With this mantra you are transforming \our finite material
offerings into an infinite abundance of sublime offerings.
The next phase of the li111rgy is to invite all buddhas and bodhisattvas into the sky in
front of you. You address all the buddhas and bodhisatM1s as "those who have become
the protectors of all sentient beings without exception and have completely conquered
9
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the maras together with their armies." Looking at this superficially, it would imply that
we are ralking about the external defeat of armies of demons. However, what is actually
meanr by marM, together wich their armies or hordes, is anytl\ing that gees in the way,
literally, of dhanna practice. ln brief, maras are any kind of rainted emotionality. In this
invitation we arc saying that the buddhas a nd bodhisattvas have completely conquered,
completely eradicated all negative emotionality.
After the words of invitation you r<quest that all the buddhas and bodhisatrvas be seated
with the words PEMA KAMALA YA TAM.
Then, having visualized that the deities arc seated on lows thrones, you offer a second
reciration of the Seven Branch Prayer to all the Three Jewels in general. It is not
necessary to go over this Seven Branch Prayer in detail, since it is a more elaborate
version of the prayer I have already explained. At the very end of this prayer, however, is
a short section which we will go ov,,r word by word. (p.17, middle line, toward the e nd)
It startS with C HAK lSHAL WA, which is the first branch offering of homage or
prostrations; CHO C HINO means offerings, and SHAK PA is the confession of all your
ncgati"" actions. JE SU YI RANG is the rejoicing in the virtue, the poSitive practice and
actions of all the different typts of being:s. KUL ZHINO means r<questing the
enlightened beings to reveal rhe teachings of d harma, and SOL WA is another r<que.<tasking rhem not ro pass into nirvana bur to remain to benefit bein&11 in samsara. Lastly,
OEWA CHUNG ZE means whatever little virtue that you have practiced. The merit you
have accumulated out of rhe virtue that you have performed, you dedicate to the
awakening of all beings. Thus these four lines recapitulate the seven branches of offering
in a very short form.
After the inviration and Seven Branch Prayer of offering comes rhe offering of a mandala
to rhe Three Jewels and Three Roots. The Three Jewels are the Buddha, the Dharma and
the Sangha. The Three Roots are one's Lama, the Yidams, and the Protectors, Dalcas,
and Oakinis, including all the deities of prosperity. You think that you arr offering the
bodies, possessions, and merit of yourself and a ll sentient beings who are end le$$,
together with the four continents, Mt. Meru, the Sun and the Moon and so fonh, and all
the inconceivable riches and splendor of gods and humans. Beyond that, you are offering
what is called a great cloud of offerings like those of the Bodhisam,-a Samanrabhadra.
This means that the offerings are inexhaustible, a nd while similar to those of gods and
men, actually surpass the human and celestial offerings in their magniAcence.

As an example, in offering ~-our body, you emanate countless replicas of yourself. In the
same way, you think that each of the individual offerings becomes inexhaustible in order
to perfect the accumulation of merit which is, as was mentioned, conceprual. Your
purpooe in making these inexhaustible offerings is tO request the enlightened beings'
blessing so that you and all the countless beings in existen<:<! will recognize the buddha
narure which is the ultimate realization. This is literally called •,he appearance or vision
of wisdom," which means a completely pure state, buddha nature, wh ich is the same
thing as saying the atrainment of mahamudra. Then the mandala offering is completed
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by the recitation of the mantra of offering, accompanied by the mandala ,nudra. This
mudra is a symbol for the whole universe in Buddhist cosmology-Mt. Meru, the four
continents, and so forth.

Next comes a prayer 10 the deities. NAMO again means "I pay homage.' SANGYE,
CHO, and GENOON are the Tibetan terms for Buddha, Oharma, and Sangha, the
Three Jewels. Then there is "LAMA, YIOAM, KHANDRO and CHO SUNG." The lama
or guru is the root of blessing, the yidam is the root of siddhi, and the dakinis and
dharmapalas are the root of activity. Therefore those are called the Three Roots.
Together with them are the wealth lords and rhe lords of rerma, TER OYI OAK, the
beings who hold and guard the rerrna, the teachings which will be later discovered by
tertons. As I said earlier, there are many teachings that are hidden by enlightened beings
such as Guru Padrnasambhava. Such enlightened beings also designate a protc-ctor, a
kind of dharmapala, to protect each of the hidden teachings so that it cannot be found
by anl'o ne but the perwn who has the right karmic connection and the proper qualities
o f realization.
Next it says in the text that all of these deities, the Three Jewels and Three Roots, arise
from the nature of one wisdom. This means that from the point of view of the
dharmakaya they are all the same, but they display e,,erywhere, unimpededly. Displaying
everywhere unimpededli• means that these deities, all of whom, from the ultimate point
of view, have the same narure in being the dharmakaya, emanate in many different ways.
Some arise as lamas, some as deities, some as dharma protectors, some as loca1 deities and
so forth, but they are all of one ultimate nature. Then the text sa)'S that they have
excellent compa8.$iOn and activity, which means incomparable activity and compassion.
In this way, they are protectors and overseers of beings. These deities have two kinds of
qualities, wisdom and compassion. It is not enough for a deity simply to have knowledge
because the wisdom itself is not the means by which sentient beings are protected. It is
that this wisdon1 deiry also has loving lcindness and compassion that affords sentient
beings the protection of the deity. To these deitie.s who all embody these qualities, you
say, •1 pay homage and from my heart I go for refuge to \'OU.•
Then you say, "I offer to you my body and all my possessions as offerings.• And you ask,
"Through your compassion, please g,ant protection to myself and all innumerable
sentient beings, not just for today o r for tomorro\\', but continually, permanently."
The11 you make an aspiration that yourself and all other li,ing beings be free from any
illness, enjoy longevity, and O\'ercon,e any hindrances to the practice of dharma. Thus,
being free from those obstacles, you aspire that all beings may be able to practice and
accumulate the merit that will lead toward the experience of the awakened state of mind.
Thus the offering and the refuge is for yourself and all beings, and the blessing that \'<>U
are requesting is that these aspirations which are in accord v.•ith the dharma be
accomplished.
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The Visualization of Tara
Nov.•,ve v.•ill discuss the visualization of Tara. TI\is visualization is described in detail in
the more e.xtensivc version of the practice text. In tl1is short practice text it jll$t says,
"Complete in an instant of recollection, I appear as the noble Jetsunma Tara." ( will give
the more exten.sive. instructions here. You should keep in mind that you have some
flexibilitY, depending on your abilitY to visualize, in terms of how much of the
visualization you do. At the least, you should try to visualiu: )'Ourself as Tara, witl,
another Tara in SPQce i11 front of you, and think that both of these visuali:zed Taras are
inseparable from the blessing of all the 21 Taras and the Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha.
The more complete form of the visualization consists of yourself as Tara surrounded by
the other 20 Taras, along with Tara in the sl-y in front also surrounded by che 20 Taras.
If your development stage practice (i.e., your visualization) is good, then you should
visualize each one individually and carefully. The degree of detail is an individual matter.

Here are the details of the visualization, All you visualiu:, remember that you have
previously purified tve')~hing into emptiness. You visualize thai out of the emptiness
appears a white lorus, with a full moon disc laying flat on top of it. You think chat resting
on top of the full moon disk is your consciousness in the form of a green syllable TAM.
From the syllable TAM rays of light go our. Those that proceed upwards make offerings
to all the buddhas and bodhisattvas and please them. Those that go downwards co the six
realms remove all the obstacles of all sentient beings. TI,en the rays of light collect back
into the TA.\\. When that happens, it instantly changes into yourself as the deity Tara.
She is green, with one face and tw0 hands. She is youthful and beautiful in appearance.
Her right hand is making the g,,sture of bestowing generosity. Her left hand is holding
che stem of a blue lorus flower 10 her heart. She is adorned with silk and precious
ornaments. Her feet are in a position called 'half<rossed' which means that one of her
feet, the right one, is slightly extended, and the left one is pulled in. It is important co
cemembcr that her body emanates light and is not made of material substance but is
acrually of the nature of five-colored light. She sits in the midst of a radiant expanse of
light.
It is ,..,ry important co understand how to visualize deities properly. The form of the deity
should not be visualized as being like our own illusory body, which is made of flesh and
blood and so forth. The actual body of the deitY is completely hollow like a crystal
container or a balloon. TI,ere. is nothing inside it-no organs, no flesh or blood or
any,;hing. Even the form itself is not like a thin skin because it is actually light; it is made
of light like rainbows. A rainbow is very clear, with colors you can see, yet it is also
transparent and insubstantial. You can see through the rainbow to \\1hatever is on the
other side of it, yet the rainbow itself is clearly visible. That is how co visualize Tara., as
the union of clarity and emptiness, inseparable &om your guru.
Another trad.itional metaphor for this is the appearance of rhe moon in a body of water.
The moon reflects in water and if you look at the water you might think there is actually
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a moon in it, beeause the en<ire orb of the moon is visible, but there is actually no moon
<here. lt is appearing, although it is emptr, and it is empty, although it is appearing.
TI,en while visualizing yourself as Tara you should think that from your body <here are
emanating countless small Taras who perform benefit for sentien< beings and dispel their
fears and obstacles. Next, think that you, as the main Tara, are marked at )'OUr forehead
by a white syllable OM, at your throat by a red AH, and at your heart by a blue HUNG.
Then the self-visualiza<ion also has a retinue. You are the main deity and there are 20
Taras surrounding you, 21 Taras altogether. Below the self-visualization is the moon on
which )'OU are seated and the petals of the lotus below that. Outside the central lotus on
which you are seated are 20 similar lorus and moon seats arranged in a circle. Directly to
your front, right, rear, and Jeft, respectively, there are four main Taras with peaceful,

increasing, overpowering, and wrathful forms of Tara. In between each of these four
main retinue Taras, there are four additional Taras, which makes a rotal of 20.
Directly in front of you is Shiwai Drolma. She is white in color, smiling and peaceful,
and her right hand is making the gesture of bestowing protection. Most of the retinue
Taras are like the main deity, making rhe gesture of supreme generosity, but rhe four
Taras at the cardinal direction points displaydifferenc postures.
The next one to her right is Tara who protects from fears related to the earth element.
She is dark blue. In her left hand she holds an Utpala, a blue lotus flower, on top of
which is a dorje.
Continuing clockwise around the circle, the next one is Tara who protects from fears

related co the water element. She is red and the Ucpala in her left hand has on top of it a
jewel called a fire cryscal.
To her right is Tara who protects from fears of fire. She is yellow and atop the Utpala,
the seem of which she is holding in her left hand, is a jewel called a water crystal from
which a sceady scream of water is Aowing.
The next one to che right is Tara who protects from fears of wind. She is white and the
flower she is holding has a Mt. Meru on top of i<, which is adorned with a wheel. That
complctts fh·e: Taras: the one directly in front and four more.

The next section begins with increasing or enriching Tara, Gyepay Drolma. She is
directly to the South, in other words to your right. She is yellow and she has a11 extremely
beautiful. almost seductive appearance. However, she is not complerely peaceful; she is

sort of strong or intense, but not wrachful. Her form is V(:ry full a11d sl,e is holding a
jewel in her right hand and atop the flower in her left hand is a iron hook.
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To her right is Tara who protects from fears of vajras. She is gre,,n and on cop of the
flower in her left hand is a Naisok Dorje,10 or double dorje.
Next to her is Tara who protects from fears of weapons. She is blue and on top of the
flower she is holding in her left hand is a sword.
To her right is Tara who protects from fears of kings. She is red alld on top of the lotus
she holds in her left hand is an iron hook.
11,en there is Tara who protects from fears of thieves, who is black and has an ax on top
of the lotus in her left hand. That completes the second set of five Taras beginning wirh
Increasing Tara.
11,e third series begins to the West, which is directly behind you, with °'"''powering
Tara. She is red. She has an alr and appearance whicl, is extremely attractive to the poinr
where it could be said to inspire desire. In her right hand she is holding an iron hook
marked with a lotus, and her left hand holds a noose.
Continuing clockwise, next is Tara who protects from flesh-eating demons. She is black
and on cop of the Utp<1la is a phurba,11 a ritual knife.
Then, after her is Tara who protects from elephants. She is smoko-colored and on top of
the lotus she is holding in her left hand is a short spear.
Next is Tara who protecrs from lions, who is black. On top of the lotus she is holding is a
mass of fire.

The last Tara in this st-ction is Tara who protects from snakes. She is white and on top of
the Uipala in her left hand is a vase made of water crystal, filled with nectar. That
completes anorher set of five Taras.

The last set of five begins at the North, to your left, with Wrathful Tara. She is black and
with her tw0 hands she is holding a phurba. A phurba is a three-sided dagger. There is a
great deal of meaning ro the specific design, the shape, and so forth, but generally
speaking it is a scepter of wrathful deities, a ,vrathful tool. Its basic meaning is the same
as that of rhe hooked knife held by wrathful deities.

Then comes Tara who protects from sickness, who is greenish yellow. On top of the lotus
in her lefr hand is the myrobalan plant12 , which is emitting rays of light, the nature of
which is nectar.

10

Sanskrit: Vishvavajra
Sanskri~ Kita
u Sanskrit: Arura
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Next is Tara who ptotects ftom death. She is white and on top of the lotus she is holding
is a vase oflong life.
Then there is Tara who protects ftom poverty. She is yellow and on top of the lotus she is
holding in her left hand is a vase of treasure.
Last is Tara who protects from, literally, the impairment of prevention of one's aims, and
who bestows whatever siddhi is desired. She is gr•enish-yellow, and on top o f the lotus
she is holding is a glorious knot. Usually in English this is called the "endless knot,' but
in literal Tibetan it is acrually "glorious knot.·
With the exception of the fou r Taras of the four activities who are visualized at the four
directions, all the o thers are peaceful, smiling and appear very plea$Cd or happy. Their
right hands are resting o n their right knees in the gesrore of supreme generosity. Their
left hands are at their hearts with the thumb and ring finger ho lding the stem of a blue
lotus, the flo"•er of which opens by their left ears, on top o f \\lhich is their particular
emblem, or C HAK TSEN. They are all seated with the right leg slightly extended and the
left leg drawn in.
You should think that in the fo rehead of each of these twenty-one deities is a white
syUahle OM from which radiates rays of white light. In the throat is a red syllable AH
from which radiates rays of red light. In the heart is a blue syllable HUNG from which
radiates blue rays of light. In the center of the heart of each Tara, o n a moon disc, is a
green syllable TA.\.! ftom which radiate rays of the colors of the five families, t hat is to
say, white, blue, yellow, red, and green. These rays of light go out from yourself and t he
20 Taras visualized surrounding you, and invite all the buddhas and bodhisattvas in the
form of the 21 Taras into the sky in ftont. All of the 20 retinue Taras surrou nding you
should be facing forward, in the same direction as you are, and all the Taras in space in
front of you are facing toward you.
The visualization of yourself and t he deities surrounding you is what is called self
visualization, or DAK KYE-the visualization of oneself as a deity. The visualization of the
rays of light going o ut from the body, speech, and mind, and the heart essence of the
deities, going to the realm of Tara, Lotus Design, striking her heart and invoking the
\visdom deities who come in front of you in rhe sky, is the second part, 1A hich is the
invitatio n.
1

The visualization "'ith all it details is difficult co do in rhe cime ir takes to recite these
four o r five lines, but in the acroal re<:itation of the sadhana there is a long musical
interlude (ROL MO) at the end of the invitation (CHEN DREN). This music gi,..,s you
time co visualize the deity.
Though you can visualize in greater or lesser detail according ro your ability, stticdy
speaking, according to the tradition, there are tv.'O essential elements to the development
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scage (KYE RIM) of the visualization. lt has to be clear and, it has to have purity (OAK
MA). Purity here means unconfused and unsullied, like pure water that does not have
any mud in it. This means you should be able to visualize the deities without confusing
the details of their appearance, or having it v.'llver, or be unsteady. For example you
should be able to visualize the color and hand implemems of each deity separately and
clearly. It should not be distorted in any way, or confused.
It is important to make a distinction be1ween two processes. One is called medication,
and the other is called investigatio11 or analysis. For example, in shamata medication, if
you use a scatue of the Buddha as an object of focus for your practice, you would place
your awareness on the starue, without in\'estigating the nature of it. You should not, in
the context of that practice, engage in any thoughtS about rhe sratue-whether it is well or
poorly made, of what material, and so on. You simply place your awareness on the statue.
HO\\•ever, in the context of the de\•elopment srage1 it is necessary to have a certain
awareness of each particular decail of the visualization. It is mediration, but in the
development stage mediration there has to be clarity and purity of the visualiiation.
For someone who has an excellent development stage meditation, a great lama for
example, he or she could visualize the deity the size of Mount Meru, but in perfect
proportion, with all the derails correct. The deity would not, for example have a very big
head and very small hands. The entire visualization would be in perfect proportion,
consistent with itself. On the other hand, the visualization of t he deity could be as small
as a mustard seed, but even though the visualization was that small, all the details of the
deity would still be complete and in correct proportion. There are lamas whose
meditation is such that they can visualize as many deities as motes of dust in rays of
sunlight, again with complete detail in each one.
However, in the beginning, if you have trouble remembering and visuali.ting the colors
and in,plements or ornaments of the various deities1 it is sufficient to visualize just one.
It is also correct, in order to recei"e blessing quickly, w visualize that the form of Tara in
front in the sky is completely inseparable from your root guru.
~ symbolic meaning of the •-vllable TAM is birthlessness, that phenomena are unborn

(KYE ME in Tibecan). This refers to the unborn nature of all the Taras and to the
simplicity and unconditioned quality of the dharmakaya. Because the deity is unborn it is
also beyond all conditions. To use the words of Gampopa, it is said that nirvana is in
essence empty, and is unesrabUshed or non-existent. In its manifestation or appearance it
is blissful. Samsara is in essence empty, and unestablished or non-existent, and in its
appearance or manifestation is of the nature of suffering and confusion. From the
u ltimate point of view they ar< the same in that they are both empty a nd unestablished.
From a relative viewpoint, hov.1ever, they are different in that samsara is suffering
resulting from ignorance, and nirvana is happiness resulting from the absence of
ignorance. Tl\ls ultimate, unborn, and empty nature of samsara a11d nirvana is what is
meant by the ,-yllable TAM.
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CHO KUY is dharrnakaya, YING means space, and OSAL means luminosity o r clarity.
This refers to the ultimate t:Ssence of Tara which is the unborn, unconditioned
dharmakaya. Sometimes this is also called the dharmadharu or dharmata. Now
something that is unborn does noc cease. lf something is born it must die o r end. Since
the dharrnakaya is unborn, it is unimpeded a nd unceasing. Thus there is the
sambhogakaya, which is the unimpeded manifestation of the birthlessness of the
dharmakaya. Therefore i< is said that from the expanse of the dharmakaya which is
unborn luminosity, arises the sambhogakaya, which is the u nimpeded form or body of
)etllun Drolma, Arya Tara. The term OAK ME means unceasing. lt refers here to Tara's
capacity to manifest sambhogakaya and nirmanakaya forms to benefit others unceasingly.
These unceasing manifescations are in accordance with whatever is suitable to the needs
and capacities of individual beings. That itself gives some idea of the continuity and
vasmess of the activity o f Tara. Then P' HAK MAY means mean exalted, o r Arya in
Sanskrit. The second syllable MA makes it feminine, referring to Tara. Continuing, YE
SHE is wisdom, KUR is body, so this means wisdom body. That is the description of the
narure o f Tara, who is unborn and unconditioned yet is unceasing in her activity and her
ability to benefit.
GANG means whatever, D0L is to subdue o r to pacify, and GYU T'HROL means a
magical illusion, which refers to the performance of miracles. W hat we are requesting
here is that Tara, in her omniscient wisdom, manifest in whatever forms are necessary to
pacify and subdue the minds of each and every individual. TI,is means ,hat from o ne
form of sambhogakaya Tara emanate countless numbers of Taras who perform benefit
for sentient beings. From one body come many emanations o f illusory manifestations.
Then TS'HU R SHEK is a respectful way of saying, "please come," which is the direcc
in\'ocation of Tara. At this point in the sadhana, in the mantra ARYA TARE OZA, we
are saying •Noble Tara, please come," using her Sanskrit name, Arya Tara.
You should understand that this process involves a ll three kayas. You state that fro m the
unborn dharmakaya a rises the unimpeded sambhogaka\'ll, which is Tara. Then from her
heart o r mind, emanate the nirmanakayas in order ,o benefit sentient beings. You
acrually visualize the deities comh,g in front of yo u in the sky. Then you say that, "out of
kindness for myself and all sentient beings, by the power of your miracles, please remain
here for as lo ng l continue to make offerings.• The mantra PEMA KA.\.IALAYA TAM
is a request that t he deities be sea,ed.

a.,

To genuinely understand the basic teachings of Buddhism and the meaning of what we
ha,,e been d iscussi11g he re, we need a good understanding of the t hree ka1,a,s. Without
such an understanding we may not really be able to comprohe nd the deeper meaning of
this prayer or invocation that y,ie have just gone O\ler, so 1 \\'Ould like to briefly explain
the t hree kayas.

Dharmakaya in essence is emptiness, shunyata. When \\'e speak about emptiness, though,
we should not regard it as literal emptiness or non-existence. Emptiness means being
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beyond any conditioned existence-yet it is not nothingness. The dharmakaya is actually
the wisdom of the fully awakened mind. It is the wisdom of enlightened beings in the
state of realization, and it is said that the dharmakaya wisdom of all enlightened bei11gs is
of the sa1ne nature. Emptiness is also known as thamess or suchness. Since rhe suchness
is unconditioned, it has the capacity co emanate, which is known as the nirmanakaya.
From the unconditioned nature of the dharmakaya emanates the nirmanakaya in actual
physical form that it is tangible and visible, such as a human bei11g. The capacity and
activity of the dharmakaya is unceasing, and that quality of being unimpeded and
ceaseless in manifestation is the sambhogakaya aspect.
Sambhogakaya is defined as chat which possesses what are called the five certainties.
These are, (l ) the certain place, which is, in this case, the sambhog.,kaya realm of the
padma family; (2) a certain teach er, which in this case is Tara; (3) certain retinue, which
i.s all the bodhisatNas between the fi rst and tenth stages; (4) certain time, which means
continual, not stopping or being impeded; and (5) certain teaching, which is only the
mahayana, and not hioayana.

Teaching or transmission takes place in different 1nanners in different reahns, in
accordance with the capacities of the recipientS. One explanation of this is in terms of
three types or lineages of transmission. The fi rst of these transmissions, which is what is
taking place in the sambhogakaya realm, is called the "lineage of the thoughts of the
vic1orious one,;• (OYALWA OONO OYU). This means that the transmission takes place
from the buddha of that specific realm-in thls case from Tara-to those bodhisatNas in
her retinue, automatically. The teacher and the retinue remain in samadhi. Tilere is 1\0
o,,en communication, but the intention of thought of the main figu re is known by the
retinue automatically. This kind of transmission is th e first of rhe three lineages. The
second is called the "lineage through symbol amo1'g vidhadharas" o r RIKDZlN DA
GYU. This occurs when those receiving the transmission are sufficiently trained that they
can understand the meaning of the dharma thro~h either a sign such as a gestu,e, o r a
simple use of a term or word.
A third kind of lineage or transmission is GANG ZAK NYEN 0YU or the "oral lineai,oe
to individuals." This is what is used when a lama gives instruction to ordinary people like
ourselves where t he inscruction must be given in a dearly explained form, literally poured
into the ear of the student. The teaching has to be transmitted to someone who will place
the instrue<ions in their mind and not forget them. You need co be a specific type of
vessel. In this way we as ordinary being experience and obtain connection with the
tran.sn'liS.'>ion of teachings from the nirmanakaya aspects of enlightenment, which in
Tibetan are know11 as tulkus.
You are probably familiar with tull'Us such a., the high lineage lamas and His Holiness
l<armapa. The source of these tulkus is actually the wisdom mind of t he dharmakaya, and
they embody all the q ualities of the sambhogakaya, the five qualiti<S o r the certainties,
manifested in a human form. For this reason their manner of taking birth and
experiencing death is ,,ery differe nt from ours. They have a choice in the process. They
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choose to be born, and their death is also by choice. Their death is not caused by the
karmic exhaustion of their life, as it is with ordinary beings. Instead, they choose 10 leave
their human body at a particular time. When tulkus die they dissolve back into
dl,arn,akaya. Ho,1,re\·er the)' do not imn,ediatelv do so. They continue to benefit living
beings by remaining in the sambhogakaya fot some time and t hen tht,y dissolve back into
the dharmakaya.
When an ordinary being dies it is said to wander in the oordo for 49 days. That is not a
specific o r exact amount of time, but it is the general explanation that is given. However,
when a tulku dies, these 49 days after d eath are a time of great power during which such
a being can manifest in the sambhogakaya and benefit beings extremely effectively.
Ha,,ng left their body of 1he nirmanakaya, they d issolve into the sarnbhogakaya where
they are of great help and benefit to beings. After 49 days of benefiting living beings in
this way they t hen re-unite with the dharmakaya. Thus the way incarnated lamas
experience birth and death it is very d iffe rent from our own. They have chosen to cake
birth where they think it is most beneficial to beings, and even after they choose to die
chey benefit beings in the 49 days after dearh.
Because of this, when high incarnate beings pass away, traditionally their bodies are kept
for 49 days and a special crow!\ is placed on their heads symbolizing the sarnbhogakaya
buddhas of rhe five families, which is a reminder of their activity during this period. 11 is
a reminder that, a hhough they have left the physical form, the ir capacity 10 benefit othe rs
does not cease. Since their enlightened mind is continuously present, during that period
of time if you concentrate and pray to such a teacher or lama then in some sense you will
actually be closer to 1he reacher than when he o r she was alive. h is said that during that
period of 1ime beings can be libera,ed by high incarnate lamas simply through hearing
their name, through remembering t hem, feeling gratitude toward their presence and, if
o ne is fortu na<e enough to be there, to have t he ble,sing of touching t he hand. Simply by
doing such things as hearing abou,, and remembering, or touching such a being we could
experience liberation.
Here is a review what we have covered so far of the practice, at rhe beginning you
visualiic Tara, surrounded by the Three Jewels, in t he sky in fro nt of \'Ourself as objects
of refuge. You then take refuge in tl1em, and they are your \l.rimesses as you engender
bodhicitta. Next, in o rder to gather the accumulation of merit, you perform che Seven
Branch Prayer afier which ,he o bjects of refuge visualized in front meli into light and
d issolve into yourself. With this d issolution you think that a ll the unwholesome karma
accumulated 1hrough acts of body, speech, and mind, and !he obscurations of body,
speech, and mind a re purified. Your ordinary body becomes t he d eity; your speech is
transformed into mantra; and your mind, sa1nadhi.
II\ general when we speak of wha, exists in ph)'sical form, we say there is the con<ainer
<NO), which is the world, and the con tents (CHO), which arc sentient beings. This term
"container" can mean either o ne world system, one continent such as Jambudvipa, or
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many\\•orld S)>'Stems. Likewise the term CHO, or •concents," can be used for one sentient
being or many senciem beings-for animals, humans, really anything that has a mind,
down 10 the smallest form of animal. At dus point in the practice the •contents' (the
sentient beings) ate purified by ,he objects of refuge dissolving into y0u. Then me
"container" (the universe) is purified by visualizing that tl\e encire i1npure ""'orld dissolves
inco emptiness while you recite ,he mantras, OM BENZA AMRITA KUNDAL! and OM
SWABHAWA
11,ereafter you visualize the world, not in its ordinary form, but as Tara's realm of Lows
Design and invite all the buddhas and bodhlsauvas, who assemble in ,he sky in front of
you. You make offeri"8l' and praises to <hem, ,hen y0u offer a mandala and perform the
Se\len Branch Prayer in order to purify obscurations and gather the accu1nulations.

Following the Seven Branch Prayer you make another mandala offering. Following ,hat
y0u take refuge in and supplicate the deities in the field of accumulation. After this
comes 1he meditation on yourself as the dei<y and the invitation of the deities who are
visualized in front. The conclusion of what we ha,.., discussed so far was offering a lotus
seat to the deities who had been invited in the sky in front of you.
The next step of ,he practice is like v. hen we invite a lama to come and teach-we first
request the lama to be seated and then we offer him or her tea and rice. In the same way,
once the deities have been visuali:.ed arriving in front of you in the skv, you make
offerings to them. The words of offering mean that first you are offering the actual
offering substances that you have assembled. Do not think about whether the offerings
are great or small. Just offer whatever you have been able to gather together. Beyond that,
offerings can be emanated by the mind in addition to the physieal offerings you ha,..,
made. These mentally emanated offerings are visualized as vast clouds of offerings, like
those of the bodhisauva Samantabhadra, which means that they are incredibly extensive.
In the words of the mandala offering, it is like 100,000,000 universes all contait\ed in
one mandala. You visualize that these offerings completely fill the dharmadhatu, which is
to say C\'erything, and you offer these to Tara and her retinue. At the conclusion of the
,ierse describing the offering, you recite the 1nantras of offering.
1

Next \ 'OU offer a mandala. This starts with OM AH HUNG, the syllables corresponding
to body, speech, and mind. The meaning of the mandala offering is that y0u are offering
all the glory and riches (PAL JOR) in the d\tee realms (KHAM SUM), the external
container and its contenrs (NO CHO). The three realms are first, the realm of dtsire,
which includes the desire gods (one of the three kinds of gods) along with all ,he beings
of ,he other five <ypes. The second and third realms are the other parts of the god realm.
The second realm is the realm of form, which comprises 17 levels of godly existences of
form. Third is the formless realm, comprising four <ypes of formless godly existences.
These three realms of desire, form, and formlessness make up the totali<y of samsara.
You offer all of them, the external container, the entire universe and its contents,
sentient beings, and all ,he \\'ealth and glory that is contained in the1n, your 0 \\1' body
and all your possessions, and all the merit or virtue you have accumulated or performed
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in all your lifetimes. You offer all of these to Tara and her retinue who are rhe
embodiment of compassion. You then request that havin_g accepted this 1nandala
offering, she granr her blessing that all sentient beings ha\'e happiness and the causes of
happiness.
With regard to blessings, there are ordinary blessings and extraordinary blessings.
Ordinary blessings are protection from and removal of hindrances such as accidents,
po,,erty, and sickness. Extraordinary blessings a.re those that enable beings to experience
total enlightenment by virtue of removing all obstacles to the practice of the path. We are
requesting Tara to bestow both kinds of blessing upon ourselv,,s and all sentient beings.
Next there is the Sanskrit mantra o f the mandala offering, OM SAR WA TA T'HA GA
TA RATNA MANDALA PU OZA HO. Usually when doing a mandala offering you
hold a little rice in the palm of your hand while malting the mandala mudra. When you
begin chancing the mantra, OM SAR WA TA T'HA GA TA and so on, you toss the rice
upwards in the air, thinking that you are making the offering.

FolloYt•ing the mandala offering. you recite the 21 Prai.5e.s co Tata twice. 11,ere have been
various explanations of this prayer borh in Sanskrit and Tibetan. The following sectiOI\ is
a ceachi11g on the 21 Praim 10 Tara, based on a traditional text.

The Twenty-One Praises to Tara
Before we begin with rhe explanation of the Twtncy-0,,, Praises 10 Tara , it would be good
to reflect again on some poi1>ts that are traditionally taught about the correct basic
motivation and attitude in receivi1tg teachings. Some of thtse points are just a revie\\•
from \\•hat v.•as mentioned earlier, and some of the.m we have not discussed yet.

Whenever we practice any dharma of the mahayana it is essential to have a proper
n,oti,.,'3.tion. This is true whether you are practici ng medication, o r receiving an
empo"'·ermenr, reading rransmission, or instruction. Whenever you are engaged in any of
these activities, reA.ect in the following manner. •1 am enga.gitt,g in this dha.rrna activity
not only that I may achiev,, buddhahood but so all beings may be brought to that same
state of awakening.• All beings are your equal in the sense that they equally desire
happiness and equally fear suffering. Yet beings lack knowledge of the causes of
happiness, and therefore do not engage in them. Likewise they lack knowledge of the
causes of suffering and thus do not a\'oid them. The result is thar beings suffer, which is
not at aU what we wish for them. With that undemanding, think that in order to be able
to establish all beings who 1111 space in a state of perfect and lasting happiness you will
receive this instruction about Tara.
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In addition to this, there are a set of instructions that we call The Four Thought, Which
Tum th< Mind. These have been taught by all buddh."'of the ll'ISt and by all the teachers
of the lineage and are preliminary contemplations that are necessary in order for your
meditation practice and dharma study to actually be successful. •Turning the mind"
means reorienting yourself, rurning yourself away from samsara. These four
contemplations consist of (1) reflection on the difficulty of acquiring t1,is precious
human existence, (2) reflection upon death and impermanel\ce, (3) reflection upon
causes and results, and (4) reflection upon the defects of samsara. If you reflect upon
these before engaging in any practice or any process of studying dharma, there will be no
oootade to your practice and it will be successful. The reason why we need co reflect in
this way, reminding ourselves of these four things is that we tend to take our human
existence for granted. The only possible cause for our human rebirth is having amassed
vast amounts of virrue, engaged in a great deal of meritorious action and a,•oided
negative actions. In particular that ,.ve now have a human body means v.,e have definitely
engaged in tnoral conduc.t in previous lives.
I

Although we posse..<s this human body, we take it for granted, unaware of itS value. We
do not make proper use of the eighteen unique endow1nents of our precious 1,urnan
birth-that is to say, the tenfold resources and eight freedoms. If we do not make good
use of them, there is no guarantee that "''C will automatically acquire a human rebirth in
the future. As is said in the sutras, this precious human existence is extremely difficult to
acquire. Although it can be used to accomplish our aim, if it is not made proper use of in
this life, how could we expect to simply attain it again and again in the future? ln order
to remind yourself of the rarity of your present opportunity, it is necessary to precede the
actual practice of dharma by reflection on these Four Thought,.
With that in n,ind, "''e will begin with the actual subject of this teaching, which is Tara.
TI,e sources of refuge for all Buddhists are the Three Jewels-the Buddha, who is
accepted as a teacher, the Dharma, which is accepted as a path, and the Sangha, who are
accepted as comll'lnions on that path. The sangha can be divided into the exalted sangha
of the mahayana and the ordinary sangha of individuals. The exalted sangha of the
mahayana consists of male and female bodhisattvaS who abide on any of the ten
bodhisacrva levels or bhumis, from the first up to and including the tenth. From among
the Three Jewels, Tara is a member of the exalted sangha of the mahayana.
The commentary that ,ve are using to study this praise of Tara was composed by

Taranatha, a Tibetan master who livtod in the 17.. century. The commentary begins Namo
Lok,,huaraya, meaning •Homage to the Lord of the World,' which refers to Chenrezig or
Avalokiteslwara. The first four lines of the commentary are an initial homage to the deity
Tara, then a statement of the author's intention in composing the text and finally a
request for Tara's blessing that it proceed without obcstade. He says, "Tara, who liberates
all from samsara, I respectfully pay homage to you. I then will explain to some extent the
meaning of the tantra which contains your praise. Please !l'lcify all ilnpedimentS to this
v.'ithout exception.•
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Since this praise in icself is a tantra, it needs to be explained, firnt of all, to what class of
tantra it belongs. Buddhist tanrras are divided into four classes, which from the lowest up
to the highest, are krfy<l (or action) tantra, carya (performance) tantra, yoga tantra and
annumua yoga (highest yoga) tantra. Of these four, this belongs to the highest )'Ogll tantra
class. Highest 1<0ga talltra, as well, ca11 be divided into patratanrTa, or father tantra, and
mac1acantra, or n,other tantra. Of these two, this belongs to the mother tantra class.
Mother tantra can be divided into six, which correspond to the six families, that is to say,
the five buddha families plus the pen,asive family ofVajrasattva. Of these six principal
classes of mother tantras, this is the principal mother tantra of the family of
Amoghasiddhi, also known as the karma family. Thus this L~ the p rincil)Ql mother tantra
of the karma family. It is principal ~ausc among the mother tanrras of t he karma family
this is the tantra of she who is like the empress o r queen of the karma family. As well,
chis praise, in it.self, is considered an entire tantra rather than a quotation from or extract
from a tantra.
If you now start following in the text, the firnt line in the text " I pay h omage to
Jetsunma, Arya Tara." That was prooobly added by the Tibetan translator, when it was
translated from Sanskrit into Tibetan. The actual tantra starts with the words follo,.;ng
that, which in the English are, "Homage to Tara, the quick and heroic."
There are t\\fenry.one stanzas to this praise. The first sta.nza lxgins with the \\'Ords
"Homage to Tara, the quick and h e roic." While in English and Sanskrit it is normal to
have the expression "homage to..." at the beginning. it is not the usual \\'Ord order in
Tibetan. Nevertheless, in this text CHHAK TS'HAL (the Tibetan phrase meaning
"homage to') is placed at the beginning to emphasue that in this tanrra of prai~. t he act
of praise comes firnt in each of the stanzas describing the attributes and activity of Tara.
Each stanza begins with the words CHHAK TS'HALand after that, in this first stanza,
the object of homage is identified as the bhag,waci Tara, the fully a"'llkened being named
Tara. Following that is a statement of why )'OU are paying homage to her. You are l)Qying
homage to Tara because she is the quick and heroic. · Quick" here means that her mind
is in a constant state of non-conceprual compas.sion. Normally, when we think of
coml)Qssion it is something blundering and cumbersome. We have to think, •1 feel
compassion for so and so, therefore I n1ust do sometl1ing about it." Tara's compassion is
spontaneous, automatic and aU pervasive. It is \\'ithout partiality. lin,itation or
conceptual thought. Thus her action of benefiting beings is immediate and that is why
she is called quick. Then she is referred to as heroic ~ause she protects beings from all
dangers. She has unstoppable power to do this and her activity, therefore, is also
unstoppable. What is her activity like? This is described in the next line which says,
'whose eyes flash in an instant like lightning.' Her response tO the needs of beings
through the pervasive quality of her wisdom, which here is likened to her eyes, is
instantaneous, constant and \\'ithout obstruction. Because she is so quick, so heroic and
so wise in her acti,,tyof freeing all beings from samsara she is called 'Tara• in Sanskrit or
'Drolma• in Tibetan, which means 'she who liberates or frees."
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Ths initial stanza has outlined three qualities that Tara possesses. She has wisdom, she
has loving kindness, and she has power or ability to effectively protect. The statement of
these three qualities and her ensuing activity is acwally a summary of all of her qualities.
These first two lines, "Homage to Tara, the quick and heroic, whose eyes 8.ash in an

instant like lightnil>g," summarize what will be expanded upon in the stanzas that make
up the rest of the praise.

With regard to Tara's origin, it is said that she "arose from the open stamens of the
lotus-face of the lord of the three worlds." TI>is refers to the s1ory of how Tara arose
from a teat<lrop of the bodhisattva, Chenre,ig, whose Sanskrit name, Aool,,kitesh"ira,
means, •1ord of the world.• It also has the hidden or subtle meaning of the rwpakalga or
form body a.rising as the compassionate expression of the dhannakaya. The lord of the
three worlds is the dharmakaya. The tear on the face of Chenrczig represents the arising
of the ,upakaya, or form body, as an expression of the compassion of the dhanMka)'<l.
The second stania reads "Homage to her whose face is like one hundred full autumn
moons and who blazes with light like that of thousands of stars." All full moons are
bright, but the autumn moon is the brightest, so that is used as an image for a very
bright, cooling, pleasing light. Tara's face is even brighter than that. It is as though one
hundred autumn moons, one behind another, were all blazing at one time. Not only is it

luminous in itself, but it radiates even more light, like the moon being surrounded by
thousands of stars which are also glittering on their own. Using these images, the words
convey the meaning that Tara's form radiates a great deal of light and rays oflight.
Among the many different forms of Tara, this stanza refers primarily 10 White Tara
because it says that she is a brilliant luminous \\'hite in appearance, so lustrous and
magnificent that it is bewitching to behold her.
The third stanza reads "Homage to her whose bands are adorned by golden blue
toruses and who enactS generosity, exertion, austerity, tranquility, patience and

meditative stability." The words "homage to her" refer to Tara, of course. "Whose hands
are adorned by golden blue lotuses" means that in her hands she is holding lotuses that
have golden stems and blue flower petals. When it S3ys she enacrs various virtues it
means that she is the embodiment of the six perfections-,gencrosity, the first perfection,
exertion, the fourth, and austerity here means moral discipline, the second perfection. In
this line, tranquility refers to the tranquili<y of wisdom or prajM, the sixth perfection;

patience is the third; and meditative stability is the fifth perfection. In that way you are
paying homage to she who possesses all the virtues of the six perfections.
The fourth stanza S3ys ''Homage to her whose crown is the tathar,ua, who revels in
boundless complete victory, and who is thoroughly relied upon by bodhisattvas who
have attained the perfections without exception." To say that her crown is the

rnthagatha means that atop the crown of her head is the iathagarn, or buddha, Vairocana.
Ths indicates that Tara herself brings all benefit and goodness, and that she is the
wisdom emanation of that ,id:,a mantra (awareness mantra) that brings victory over all
adversity. From that point of view, it can also be said that not only is Vairocana atop her
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crown, but that she is Hke the crown of Vairocana. 1l1erc are deities v.•hich are sometimes
referred to as crown deities and the praise indicates Tara is of that type. She embodies all
of these virtues of wisdom and the power of mantra which benefits innumerable sentient
beings. Since she has mastered the tell pammilas, she is therefore respectfully relied upon
o r attended by all bodhisam>as of the ten blu.mis or levels.
The fifth Stania reads ''Homage to her who with the syllables rorrARA HUNG
fulfills wishes and fills all directions and all space, who tramples the seven worlds
underfoot and is able to summon all without exception... Again. "homage to her"
means homag,, to Tara, who with the syllables TUTTARAand HUNG fills this world-in
fact, all places within all the realm of desir~with the sound of that mantra. She not only
fills the realm of desire, but she also fills space, which means the realms of form and
formlessness, and all directions, which means all other universes in all directions
throughout space. In short, she fills t he entire vasmess of space with the sound of her
mantra, fulfilling the wishes of beings. She is said to trample the seven worlds underfoot,
v.1hich is an expression of the degree of her supremacy throughout the uni\~rse. Since she
is in that way utterly supreme, she is able to summon all without exception. This means
that she is the empress of all gods and al~powerful beings throughout the universe. If, for
e,cample, even Maha lstma and other great gods in the world are her servants or
attendants, then it need nOI be said that all minot spirits and gods serve her. What is
he re called ,he "se,..,n worlds" has been explained in dharma teachings in d ifferent ""'VS·
Some have said it refers to seven worlds or environments. Some have said it is seven
different types of beings within o ne environ1ncnt And some have said it is a
combination of less than seven environments and less than seven types of beings, n,aking
up a total of seven. Here, in Taranatha's co1nmenrary, it is explained as rhe seven
powerful wo rlds or realms in which there are beings who have great power. These seven
realms are the nagas, ptttas, asuras, humans, vid)odharas, <U\w (or gods), and another one
that in Tibetan is called MIAMCHI, which means "human or what." As their name
indicates, one is not sure whether these beings are humans o r spirits.
The sixth stanza says "Homage to her whom Indra, Agni, Brahma, Vayudeva,
Vishvakarman, and lsvara present offerings; who is praised by elementals, vampires,
scent~ters and yakshas." Tara is referred to here as one worshipped by various gods.
The first god mentioned is Indra, who is the king of the gods. TI,e second one is Agni, the
god of fire, who is the chief or principal among the ri.shis of the gods. The third one
mentioned is Brahma, who is asserted by his followers to be the maker or creator of the
world. The next one is Va:,udeva, the god of wind, "'ho is the arranger, the architect of
the world. In the translatioll it then mentions Vishvakarman, who is the artificer of the
gods. Hov.·ever, in this commentary, the name NATSOK, which was ttanslated as
Visht1akannan, goes together with ln:ara to mean "various lSVttra.t.n lsvara means • the
p0werful," referring to various p0werful gods. (The commentary names some of these
gods, including Rudra, t he rishi called "Color of the Sun," and the Bon deity, Cha.) NI
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of these powerful gods who assert themsel"es to be rulers of the universe in fact worship
and make offerings to Tara.
As well, she is praised by spirits. The first type of spirit mentioned is elementals, which

refers to va.rious tr0ublesome spirits such as Vinayaka. Next in the list is vampires, which
probably means something more like zombies here. This refers not so much to the
zombies themselves as to those raksluuas which are somewhat like ,,ampires, who have the
abiHty to raise zombies. Ra~hasas are a class of lower gods, who can raise zombies and so
on through the power of mantra and miraculous power. 1l\e.5C include the nine bhairal1(.1$
and so forth. TI,en scent~rers, or gandharoas, are those such as Nats0k Shingra and
others. Finally, :,akshas, which literally means those who are mischievous, refers to gods
who are lords of wealth, such as Vaisraoana, and all of the various gods, spirits, and so on
who affect us. In short, Tara is not only worshipped by the most powerful gods but she is
worshipped and praised even by troublesome spirits who are difficult to tame. If even
these gods and spirits worship her, then she is like the guru or teacher of all beings
without exception.
The seventh stanza says, "Homage to her who thoroughly conquers the machinations of
others with TRE and P'H:E, who tramples with right leg contracted and left
outstretched, and is totally blazing with swirling flame." This means that Tara, through
her mantra, especially her mantra with the ending ofTRE or P'HE (depending on the
specific activity required) is able to reverse all negativity that would otherwise affect one.
Through the intense power of her mantra all direct action will be accomplished.
Hov.•ever, direct action here does not mean attempting to control or harm o thers because
you dislike them. Direct action means action ro benefit others who are difficult to tame;
it is never something harmful. These varieties of endings affixed to her mantra, TRE and
P'HE and so on, have the capacity to conquer and reverse such things as negative magic
that could be directed against )'OU, such as a magical device, or spells or mantras. As well,
in her capacity of protecting from negativity, Tara displays a wrathful form,
demonstrating postures of the legs and feet such as having the right one drawn in and
the left one outstretched. This indicates that she subdues and overcomes all viciousness.
Her activity of pacifying illness, such as epidemics and other communicable diseases, is
,ymbolized by the blazing of wisdom fire from her wrathful form. In that way, she scatters
all manner of demo,,s and bestows the blessing of great protection on all beings.
The next stanza, which is the eighth, requires careful consideration. "Homage to TURE,
the terrifying one who totally conquers the fiercest roams, who with a frowning lotusface, kills all enemies without exception." Tara here is referred to as TURE, which is
actually part of her mantra. This indicates chat through the power of reciting her mantra,
all aggression will be pacified. Tara arises from the tranquil space of wisdom as a forceful
or wrathful figure who conquers rhe fiercest maras. Maras are obstacles to awakening; the
fiercest mams are like the equivalent of gei,erals among demonic forces. She conquers
chem because she is much more fierce than they are, which is expressed in the image of
her "frowning lotus-face,• the frowning of the face of wisdom. In that vein, when the
praise states that she "kills all enemies" this does not mean that Tara will kill off your
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competitors. It 1neans tl'lat she annihilates or exrer,ninaces aggression itself, which is the
source of enmity. She puts an end to viciousness as an intention, and vicious actions as
the execution of that intention.
The ninth stanza says, "Homage to her whose fingers adorn h<r heart with the mudra

indicating the TI\tte Jewels., whose radiant swirling halo adorns all directions." ·Her,"
of course, is Tara. When it says •whose fingers adorn her heart with the mud.ra indicating

the Three Jewels" it means that Tara is most commonly depicted making a gesture with
her lefr hand that is called the "mudra of the Three Jewels.• In this gesture, her lefr hand
is held in front of her heart, holding the stem of a lotus between t he ring finger and the
thumb, with three fingers left upraised. This mudra or posture of the hand is like the seal
ofTara because it is her characteristic gesture. Therefore, by implication, if her followers
make that gesture they will be blessed by her. When the praise sai~. "whose radiant
swirling halo adorns all directions" it means the light from her body fiUs all space and
also, by implication, through the practitioner making that mudra, Tara will be invited
from the pure realms in all directions.

The tenth stanza reads, "Homage to her who is crowned by garlands of light,
resplendent with great joy, who overpowers maras and the world with her laughter of
11.JTIARA." The fi rst meaning of this i.s that her form ins pires delight in anyone who
witnesses it. "Resplendent with great joy" means not only that her form is an expression
o( her great joy but that it causes great joy in the observer. Thar she is crowned by

garlands of light means that from he r whole body, and especially from the jewels and
ornaments on her crown, innumerable rays of light blaze forth. Her laughter of
TUTTARA (which is P'lrt of her ren-svllable mantra) represents her laughter of great joy
and wisdom. The soulld of that mantra, the laugh of great wisdom, subdues even those
mara.s or demons who would otherwise O\<trpower the world. Thus she brings the entire
world under her control, including the most powerful spirits in it. In that way she

establishes all bei1lgS--e\o-en the most resistant-on r.he path to liberation and omniscience.
The ele,·enth stanza states, "Homage to her who can summon all guardians of pla=,
who fully liberates from all poverty with the syllable HUNG of her grimace." Thar
Tara c:a1'I sum1non the guardians of places means that she has mastery over all of the
deities-gods and goddesses-having dominion over specific places in the world. These
include the ,.,.rio us kings of the gods or kings of spirits who guard s pecific places or
directions, the goddess of the earth itself, and a ll o f the subterranean beings, such as
nag('1$, asurll$, vid>-adha-ras, dakinh, and so on. Tara has the power to summon and control
all of these. When the praise refers to her grimace, it means that her wrathful mantra of
HUNG, the syllable HUNG, embodies the power which dispels the poverty of all beings.
Di.spelling poverty has two aspects. The first is pacification of the suffering of poverty.
The second aspect is enrichment, bringing consummate "'·ealth, prospericy and the siddhi
of the discO\<ery of rreasu re.
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The twelfth stanza says "Homage to her who blazes with all adornmenc,, crowned with
a sliver of the moon, from whose topknot Amitabha continually illuminate,,.'' Blazing
with all adommen!S means that Tara is lustrous with jewels and silks, all of which are
luminous. Specifically, "crowned with a sliver of the moon• means that pan of her crown
is a crescent moon. Rays of light shine from the crescent moon and all of her omamenc,,
conquering the pride and arrogance of all powerful spirits in the world. Also, sometimes
she displa~~ the manner of yogic austerity. In that case, within the topknot of her hair is
the form of the Buddha Amitabha radiating an unceasing display of brilliant light.
The thirteenth stanza reads "Homage to her who abides in d,e midst of garlands of
flame like tbe fire at the end of a kalpa, who totally conquers hordes of enemies of
those who delight in the turning of the dharma wheel, with ber right leg outstretched
and ber left contracted." The light which emanates from her body, in which she abides,
is overwhelmingly brilliant. It is compared to me Rames which destroy the world at the
end of an aeon or knlpa. Although she never wavers from a state of undefiled joy, she
manifests forceful activity through postures such as, for example, her right leg stretched
out and her left contracted, and so on. In that manner she demonstrates her joy of
wisdom in activity for me benefit of others and conquers all those who would obstruct
the practice of beings who delight in the turning of the dharma wheel.
The fourteenth stanza says "Homage to ber who pieroes the ground with the palm of
her band and stampS witb her feet, who overthrows the seven levels with the syllable
HUNG as sbe grimaces." Tara's power is so great that by slapping the ground with her
palm she can pierce it; by stamping with her foot, by demonstrating a grimace, or by
exclaiming the wrathful sound of HUNG from her nostrils, she can shake the entire
universe do"'ll to the seven levels below the ground. Thus she can render unconscious
and pacify all vicious spirits such a, naga,, asura,, rak.hasas, and preias. The seven le,,els
refer to seven planes within this world. There is the notion that within the world are
various non#human spirits who abide ln successive realms, one level belo"' the other.
Some people explain it a, starting from me top of Mt. Meru, going downward.
According to this commentary, that is incorrect. The names of these levels are •the
ground," •,he extra ground," •below the ground," · ,he "ery ground," "the ground of
beings," •the excellent ground,"' and "the pure ground."
The fifreenm starua reads "Homage to her who is bliss, virtue, and tranquility,
eajoying the peac,: of nirvana, who conquers great wrongs with the perfect possession
of SOHA and OM." Herc it is said that Tara embodies three qualities, she is bliss, she is
virrue, and she is tranquility. First of all, this means that sht herself is continually
blissful, continually virtuous, and continually tranquil. She continually abides in the
expanse of the cessation of ignorance and suffering, which is the peace of nirvana. It also
means that through embodying and displaying these qualities she bestows tl1em on other
beings. She bestows bliss upon beings, which is to say she bestows happiness in this life.
She bestows virtue upon beings, which means she bestows t he virtuous conduce which
brings happiness in future lives. To those who are capable of perceiving it, she teaches
the path to tranquility and liberation, which is nirvana. As well, t hrough recitation of her
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awareness manrra which is adorned with OM at the beginning and SOHA at the end
(d1is refers co h er usual mantra, O M TARE TUTTARE TURE SOHA), great wrongs can
be corrected. All the wrongdoing you have engaged in throughout beginningless time can
be purified and therefore its results, great suffering, can be conquered. By implication,
this stanza gives her peaceful mantra, and indicates that when t he mantra of the peaceful
Tara is recited it ends with SOHA. The text implies here that there are different endings
to the mantra for the various activities: pacification, enrichment, magnetizing and direct
action. Previously, v..·e had l'\\'O other endings for d,e mantra. One was TRE, which is
used for reversal or exorcism. It is the ending of the manrra when it is used to protect
you from the negative magic of others. The other ending given for the mantra was
P'HATwhich is the manrra of e radication. Eradication means the elimination of all
klesm, especially anger or aggression, either the aggression within yourself o r the
aggression of others.
We will pause here for now in going over the explanation as given in Taranatha's
commentary. There are several general remarks I need to make about this material. There
does not seem to be much of a problem in understanding the significance of the
iconography of peaceful deities. However, the iconography of wrath such as the wrathful
appearance of deities or mantras that are given wrathful significance can be very
confusing.

For example, when it is taught that TRE is used to reverse the curses or magic of others
and that P'HATis used to eradicate aggression, you could misunderstand it to mean that
TRE is used 10 turn a curse back onto its perpetrator, or that P'HAT is used to kill
aggressors. This is incorrect. The fundamental thing that needs to be understood is that
all of these deities, including the various peaceful and wrathful forms of Tara, are only
expres.,ions of awakening that arise for the benefit of beings. They never arise as a ,oehicle
for the harming of beings; therefore you ca.n not use these deities or these mantras to
curse others. The wrathful form of a wrathful deity, as it says in many liturgies, is the
arising of a wrathful form as a display of the peace of the dharmadhatu. In other words,
the wrathful form itself is the iconographical representation of peace. The wrath itself
represents pea~. It does not in any way signify anger or aggression.
In this liturgy, when there are expressions such as "Tara kiUs all enemies," "killing" really
means the ending of samsara. Samsara is a continuity, a beginningless continuity of
karmic cause and result, which arises from and is continually maintained and reinforced
by ignorance. The cessation of ignorance, and therefore the cessation of karma and of
suffering, is what is meant here by "kill." When the text says that Tara kills enemies, it
means that Tara can end samsara for you by ending the continuity of your karma. It is
important therefore to undersmnd that the peaceful and wrathful deities represent
exactly the same thing, albeit in two seemingly different ways. The representation of
dharmadhatu wisdom in the form of peaceful deities is a simple and obvious one. In
cases where beings cannot be tamed by that, which means they cannot relate 10 the
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iconography of peace, there is the manifescation of the iconography of wrath. !cs
meaning, nevertheless, is to indicate that same peace or tranquility of liberation.
You might ask, then, if this is what the term •kill" 1neans in this context, why do ,ve need
to use such a word, since it is so liable to misunderstanding? 11,e reason t his term is used
is because of its force and its power. It indicates the unco1npromising attitude ,ve have to
cake towards ignorance. All of us have been wandering throughout samsara, taking
rebirth again and again beyond our co,nrol throughout beginningless time. Even while
\\'t have done so, innate 1,vithin each one of us is buddha nature. Fundamentally, we have
the immeasurable qualities of buddhas already present within us. The only reason we
have failed to recognize and manifest these innate qualities is because we are blinded by
ignorance. It is ignorance, and ignorance alone, ,ha, obstructs our awakening and binds
us to endless q•cling through samsarn. Therefore ignorance is our only true enemy. Until
we conquer ignorance \\'C will never rranscend samsara; we will never recognize our O\\'ll
innate qualities or goodness. Thus, in liturgies like this one, phrases like "killing the
enemy" mean the eradication of ignorance. There is no external enemy. Killing does not
mean the taking the life of other beiRJlS. It is non-dualistic killing-which is the
eradication of \'Our own inner ignorance, the taming of your O\\'n mind, the taming of
your own k.lesas.
Now \\'e will continue with the txplanation of the Twen~ne Homages to Tara, as
expounded by Jonang Taranatha in his commentary. We have reached the sixteenth
stanza, which says, ''Homage to her ,vho overthrows the enemies of those who delight
in the turning of the dharma wheel and liberates with the awareness mantra, HUNG,
surrounded b)' the ten syllables." This commentary interprets the word ·turnini' not as
the turning of the dharma wheel, but instead referring to those who surround Tara, her
retinue. According to the commentary. \\'e would have to translate this line as "Homage
to her who is delightfully surrounded, and overthrows enemies." The rest of this is the
same. "Delightfully surrounded" is explained here as meaning that Tara is always
surrounded by vidyadharas, that is to say, siddhas, and bodhisattvas. They are delightfully
surrounding her in the sense that they are all abiding in a state of meditative absorption
characteristic ofbodhisattvas, which is joyful. Tara, surrounded by her retinue, tames all
of the vicious beings, those who harm sentient beings, such as the king of the god realm
known as "Enjoying the E1nanations of Ochers." Tara arises fro1n the mantra of ten
syllables, OM TARE TUTfARE TURE SOHA, bla,ing with the majesty of the light
from the awareness mantra. Here the awareness mantra means HUNG, the seed syllable
of wrathful Tara. The seed sylbhle of Tara in general is, of course, TAM. It is pointed out
that while the basic mantra for repetition for both peaceful and wrathful Tara is OM
TARE TUTTARE TURESOHA, in the case of the wrathful Tara, the seed sylbble is
different- it is HUNG.
The nexc stanza, the seventeenth is "Homage to TURE, who stamps with her feet,
whose seed is HUNG, who shakes Sw:ncru, Mandara, Bikjay, and the three worlds."
First of all, TURE is part of Tara's mantra. TURA is the Sanskrit for "quick." which is
one of Tara's epithecs, and TURE means "to she who is quick." "Homage to TURE" thus
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means hQmage to she who is quick. The expression tlv.1ho stamp.i with her feet.'' refers to
v.•rathfu1manifestation, and Tara, in her wratl1ful form, is especially expeditious in her
response to the needs of beings. The stanza mentions three particular mountains that she
shakes. The first is Sumeru, the axial mountain of the v. orld. The second is a mountain
called Mandara, and the name of the third one appears different!)' in different texts.
According to Taranatha's commentary, in the original Sanskrit text of this stanza, it did
not call this mountain Bikjay, but Mount Kailash. In Tibetan that would be not Bikja)'
but Gangchen. Hov,:ever, he says there is evidence that there were t\\-'O authentic Sanskrit
versions, one of whjch said Kailash and t he other of which said Bikjay. Thus we should
not consider this difference to be a corruption. In any case, the praise is saying that Tara
shakes even the highest mountains of the wo rld, which are supposed to be the abode of
the gods. Now in legend, Kailash is the abode of the god Shiva, so it would be mentioned
for that reason. The "three worlds" are the subterranean world, t he terrestrial world and
the celestial world-the th.rtt types of environ1nents in which various beings live. The
commentary remarks that the reader might want to know why, if it says she shakes the
three worlds, is it neces..~ry to mention mountains in addition since obviously they are
part of the three worlds. The reason is simply is that one might get the idea that while
Tara can shake the three worlds where ordinary beings live, she is not powerful enough
co shake che mountains whe re gods like Shi\'a and so forth li,<e. The meaning of this
verse is to point out that Tara is so extraordinarily pmverful in her compassion that there
is no part of the universe beyond her reach.
1

The eighteenth stanza reads "Homage to h er, who holds in h er band that which bean
the sign of a hare in the form of a divine lake, who dispels all poisons without
exception ,vith the dual repetition of TARA and P'HE." Now here, some Tibetan texts
have the dual repetition of HARA and P'HE and some have TARA and P'HE. TI,is
commentary has HARA, but t his text, however, has TARA. So the commentary will be
explaining a manera that has HARA twice and TARA o nce. The expression "that which
bears the sign of a hare in the form of a divine lake" refers to the moon. In Sanskrit
poetics. the moon is conceived of as being shaped like a h'V.'lrl of cooling ambrosia which
radiates light, soothing and pleasing to the mind. The phrase "divine lake" alludes to this
aspect of lunar imagery in classical Indian poetry. Viewers in the western hemisphere
haw traditionally considered that the visible markings on the surface of the moon
resemble a face, but in India and Tibet those marhlngs ha,<e been considered to resemble
a rabbit. TI,erefore, "that ,vhich bears the sign of a hare" is another '"ray of referring
poetically to the moon.
The form of Tara in this particular stanza is a specific alternate form of the deity whose
primary funcdon is to dispel sickness that comes from Poison. Poison does not
necessarily me.an something intentionally given to you. For example, it might be the bite
of an a1,imal or vegetable poisons or food poisoning and so on. The mantra of chis
special form of Tara has the syllables TARA once, HARA twice, and P'HEat the end.
This mantra, it says, will dispel the effects of poison both from t he environment a nd
from beings. In this application of d ispelling poison, the form of Tara is visualized as
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holding a moon in her hand from which soothing ambrosia streams forth. The mantra
dispels the poison of animals such as snakes and so o n , bu t also o ther poisons as well.
TI,e basic mantra for this form of Tara is O M NA,\,\A TARE NA.\10 HARE HUNG
HARE SO HA. Then the actual application mantra used to heal poison has that mantra
withSARVA BIDZA SHANTIM KURU P'HE added to the end. This is the activity
ma ntra or application mantra of th e wrathful Tara that is used to purify poison.
The next stanza, the nineteenth, says "Homage to her on whom the kings of the gods,
the gods, and the miamchi rely, who dispels disputation and bad dreams with the
armor of her delightful majesty." Now, the praise lists three kinds of beings who rely
upon her: kings of gods, gods, and miamchi- which literally means "human o r what.•
When the text says the gods, it means the six god realms of the desire realm. There are
gods of the desire realm, of the form realm and of the formless realm. In the realm of
desire there are six levels of gods and that is what is meant by gods here. Kings of gods
means not only the kings of those gods but also kings in this world, human kings. Gods
and kings of gods means a ll the various gods and spirits that affect our lives, such as t he
gods o f mountains, gods of trees, gods of lakes, and so o n. Then the nliamchi, rhe
powerful •humans o r whats: also depend on Tara. The expression "armor of her
delightful majesty" refers to the protection of he r blessing. This protection is bestowed
through her mantra and her form, both of which can influence or bless us and the refore
bestow protection. Thus the practitioner who meditates o n her form, recites her mantra,
and binds the body with the appropriate mudra, through the majesty of her entering his
or her own body, speech and mind, is protected from the disputation of others, from bad
dreams, in short, fro m all sons of unpleasant things.

The t\,l,rentieth stanza is as follows, "Homage to her whose radiant two eyes are like the
sun and full moon, who dispels fierce contagion with the dual recitation of HARA
and TUTIARA." You may recall that the last time we had the dual recitatio n of TARA,
the commentary said in dlat verse it should be HARA. In the same way, here, according
to the commen tary, t he Tibetan has HARA in the root text, but the commentary says this
time it should be TARA. The commentary says this is btoeause it refers to the basic
mantra, OM TARA TUTTARE TIJRE SOHA. There are some texts where it has HARA
before and TARA he re, and others where it has TARA before and HARA here, like th is
one. In this ,,erse, it is said that her two eyes radiate rays of light as strong and effective as
those of the sun and moon. With t hese eyes of wisdom she gazes upon all beings and
establishes them in a state of happiness and virtue, freeing them from the sufferings of
the lower realms and so o n. By reciting the mantra which has TARA twice and
Tl.JTTARE (which means he r main manrra, the one we normally use), all fierce
contagion, which means contagious diseases rhar suddenly seem to appear o ut of
nowhere, can be d ispelled.
This has two meanings. The explicit aspect of rhe meaning is that through reciting the
ten-syllable mantra of Tara con cagious diseases can be pacified. The main meaning here,
however, is that the kksru, which have afflicted us like a dangerous contagious disease
throughout beginningless time, can be pacified through rhe repetitio n of this mantra.
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When the verse says that her two C\<eS are like the sun and the moon it means that the
light of her right eye is f,erce, like the sun, and dispels all harm. Harm refers to
wrongdoing and its result, suffering. The light of her left C\'e is soothing and cool, like
the moon. It radiates ambrosia and promotes longevity, prosperity, bliss and so o n. The
mantra which contains TARA twice and TUlTARA means her teMyllable mantra, OM

TARA TUlTARE TURE SOHA This is the mantra for approach, for accompli.shmen,
and for application-the single sufficient mantra for all siages of Tara practice.
The last verse of praise, the twenty-first, is "Homage to her who genuinely possesses the
power to pacify through the establishment of threefold thatnes.,, and to the supreme
TORE, who conquers dons, vampires, and yakshas." This verse has three ways of being
explained or anal\'ZC:d-the literal meaning, the inner meaning and the ultimate meaning.

TI,ese three explanations are basically concerned with what is meant by threefold
thatness, because the words of the praise say that Tara possesses the power to pacify
through the establishment of threefold thatness. The literal meaning of threefold
thamess is the three aspects of the nature of things, or absolure truth, whic.h are
enumerared as (I) emptiness, (2) absence of inherent characteristics, and (3)
passionlessness, or freedom from attachment. Through Tara's power to establish the
realization of these three things in the minds of disciples, all of our obocurations are
abandoned and we are established in peace, which is nirvana. Tara pacifies through the
establishment of this realization in us, and what is being said here is that she possesses
the power to bring this realization. The literal meaning of the three typeS of demons
mentionecl-&hu means troublesome spirits, spirits that can sometimes be helpful but are
risky to get involved with. The next word, which for some reason was translated as
vampires. really is rnore like zotnbie. Here it is explained as meaning the voodoo-like
magical actions that can bring about things like zombies. The third type of demon,
yakshas, means in this case spirits that steal your vitality.
One is freed from the external affliction of these spirits when one realizes the so-called
three gates to liberadon-emptiness, absence of inherent characteristics, and

desirelessness. The phrase "to the supreme TURE· has two meanings. Expressly, it is a
reference to her mantra. The verse is stating that through the recitation of her mantra,
the supreme mantra that contains TURE, you "'ill realize these three gates of liberation
and ,hereby be free from affliction by spirits. As we saw before, TURE means she who is
quick. Thus this verse also means, "Tara, you who are so quick, protect us from these
demons.• It has both these meanings.
Tite second way of looking at this stanza is according 10 the inner meaning. According
the inner meaning it refers to the visualization of yourself as Tara and the establishn1ent

of threefold thatness, which means visualizing a white OM inside your head, a red AH
inside your throat, and a blue HUNG inside your heart. This is said 10 be the besr
visualization for protecting yourself from obstacles, which would also i.nclude beings such
as dons, rombies, and yakshas.
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Finally, the ultimate meaning is that threefold thatness is the essence of the body, speech,
and mind of all buddhas. These are also called the three vajras, vajra body, vajra speech,
and vajra mind. According to the ultimate meaning, they have, from the very beginning,
been the essential narure of all things. In their essential narure, all things have from the
very beginning been pure. That is why through cultivating the path we can actoally attain
the tranquility of awakening. The path means the methodical cultivation of the wisdom
qualities that are already inherently present as a basis. Therefore, the path consists
fu ndamentally of resting evenly within that openness which is the unity of rhese
primordially present three wjras. Tiiat will protect you from suffering, metaphorically
referred to as dons, or troublesome spiritS. That will protect you from karma, which is
metaphorically referred to as a vampire or zombie. Thirdly, that will protect you from
ldesas, mental afflictions, which are metaphorically referred to as yakshas that steal your
vitality. Through resting in that nature and becoming free from the harm of kam,a,
ldesas a nd suffering you will attain that which is supreme, the coemergent wisdom of
great bU.., here represented by TURE.
After the twenty-first stanza there is one line that says, '"That was the praise of the root
mantra and the twenty-one homages." lnis refers to the stamas that contain a praise of
the mantra as well as twenty-One d ifferent homages to Tara.
What follows next in the lirurgy is the statement of the benefitS, which is chanted after
you chant t he Twenty.One Homages. In the long Tara practice it is chanted after the last
set of repetitions of the homages. If you repeat the ho mages many times, you will chant
the benefits after the last set of repetitions. The statement of benefits is actually part o f
the same tantra as the homages. The benefits go together with the homages, which is why
rhe commentary explains them.
The statement o f the benefitS begins, "Anyone who has genuine respect for the
Goddess and recites thi$ clearly, recollecting it at dawn upon awakening and at dusk.
will receive protection &om all dangers. All their harmful actions will be fully
pacified. All their bad migrations will be conquered." First, it identifies the object of
praise, referring to her as "the Goddess," which means 1he Bhagavati Tara. Then it says
•anyone who has genuine respect," which refers to the one reciting the praises and
indicates how the recitation is co be performed. With an attitude of genuine respect, and
the exertion or diligence that comes from chat, one precedes the recitation with
prostrations and offerings. It can be recited in the morning after awakening and in the
evening, keeping in mind the qualities of Tara. Following th." the benefitS of itS
recitation are enumerated.

The first is pro1ection from all dangers, in the sense that you will be protected from fear
of the eight or sixteen types of danger o r misfortune and will attain fearless confidence.
The next benefit is that all your harmful actions will be fully pacified. Here, •harmful
actions" means the result of harmful actions, the result of wrongdoing, which is
suffering. Through the recitation of the praises wur negative karma will be purified, and
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you will be freed from sickness, troublesome spirits, disaster and so on. Additionally,
through this pacification of your previous negative actions, even tho ugh you may have
the karma that would otherv.iise certail1ly lead to rebirth in a lower state, that karma will
be purified and )-OU will not be reborn in lower states. The acnial words of the text are
that •au their bad migrations will be conquered," which by implication means that )'OU
will be reborn in higher staces.
U p to that point t he commenrary has been dealing with the temporary benefits that
accrue fTon1 rl"Citation of these praises to Tara. These benefits come to one \\'lthin this
life and the imn1ediately following lifetimes "'ithin samsara.
The next set of benefits concern the ultimate benefit leading to full awakening. The text
sa\'S, "they will quid<ly attain empowerment by seventy million victors. Greater than
this will be obtained, and finally, buddhahood." The first part of this refers to the fact
that surrounding and attending Tara are an innumerable number of other buddhas, who
are traditionally enumerated as seventy million. By reciting her praccice and her mantra
and her praise, you will be blessed by chose seventy million nirmanakaya buddhas who
abide together with Tara. Seeing Tara's face, you will sec their faces as well. Having seen
them, either in actuality or in a drea1n, you will receive empo\\ierment from all of them,
all at once, either t hrough rays of light coming from rl,eir bodies or through ambrosia
coming from their hands. This also dCS<:ribes th e process of the bestowal of
empo\verment of Tara herself, but through receivi.ng empowerment from seventy n1illion
buddhas, your obscurations will be purified and )'OU will attain great meditative
absorption. You will gradually attain that which is e-.oen greater-the supreme siddhi of
mahamudra. H.-•ing attained that, you will gradually tra,oerse the ten stages or bhumis of
a bodhisa1tva, and finally attain perfect buddhahood. Those a re the long-term benefits of
the attainment of full awakening and liberation that ensue from the reciration of the
praises of Tara.
TI,en, the commenrary describes further temporary benefits achieved through the
recitation of he r mantra and praise. The first concerns dispelling of poison. (Tmn.slato,',
comment1 In the English translation it says, .. Virulent poison, whether abiding in the
firman1enc o r within beings .... • The word ~firmament" is a mistake. A firmament means
t he sky. For some reason on the day that I translated ,his, I thought it meant the ground.
TI>e Tibetan word means "the ground" in the sense of a capacity to support. l t refers to
the i11animat'e environment in general. Thus che translation of the Tibetan should read
t\-iruJent poison_, whether abiding in the environment or within beings, whether
eaten or drunk, will be dispelled by recollecting this.") lbis means lethal poison in the
environment. in the ground, in minerals, and so on, or within beings, such as scorpions,
spiders, snakes, frogs, etc. The effects of any and all of this can be d ispelled chrough the
recollection of Tara's mantra and also through the reciration of this praise. In fact,
through the faithful recollection of her mantra, the poison can be transformed into
ambrosia. This is true no 1natter how it enters your system, whether it is eaten or drunk.
At this point the commentary mentions that in some translations from Sanskrit into
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Tibetan there is an added phrase, "or by touch.• In a ny case, no matter how the poi.son
enters you, it can be dispelled.
Next it says, "the sufferings of affliction by dons, COl\tagion, and poison will be totally
relinquished. And this is also true for other beings." Through the recollection of the
mantra and praise of Tara not only poison but also spirits and contagious d iseases will be
pacified. This is not o nly true fo r yourself as a practitioner but you can also pray for
othe rs. You can use the power and practice of Tara to a ttempt to heal or protect others as
well.

The last stania of the benefits reads "if it is recited twice, three times, and seven times,
those wishing children will obrain children, those wishing wealth will obrain wealth.
All wishes will be fulfilled, and all impediments destroyed.'' The ,oot text does not
have the fmal syllable CH!K, which means, "may it bes,:,," but this syllable CH!K is
always added when t hese verses are recited.
There arc two interpretations of what is meant by "twice, thrice, and seven times."
According to the commentary, the original meaning of "twice" referred co doing the
practice in both daytime and nighttime sessions. "Thrice" meant three sessions during
the daytime, and three sessions during the night, so a total of six sessions of practice each
day. Finally, "seven" times meant that in each session o(Tara practice you \\'Ould chant
the praises seven times. Altogether that would be a total of 42 repetitions in each TWen<yfour hou r period. It, common wage nowadays, howe,,'Cr, when you do the long Tara
practice in its full form, you chant the praises TWelve times-first twice, then later, three
times, chen later on in che practice again, sevtn times. In any case, the meaning is that
through chanting the praises again a nd again, howe,er many times, you will get what you
want. For example, if you are a householder who wishes for children, you will have a
child. If you a re a monastic who wishes for srodents-who a re like children-you will have
students. If )'OU want more money, you will become more \\'ealthy. These are jusc a few
examples. In short, whate,,'Cr kind of meaningful success or attainme nt you wish for will
be gained through reciting this praise. In addition, all i,npediments to attainment will be
removed ac the same time.
We have now completed the exp lanation of the abbreviated tantra that was spoken by the
Budd ha Vairocana. It is als,:, parr of a long tantra, which is called Tht S..- Hundrtd
Stan~ Tantra of Tara. This completes my inscrucrions on the praises o(Tara.
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Questions and Answers
Question: If Tara's victory is boundless and complete, why do beings remain in samsara!
Rinpoche, Tara is both p<>werful and effective, so it is not the case that Tara has
abandoned those sentient beings who remain in samsara. Buddhas a nd bodhisattvas like
Tara canno t do one hundred percent of the job to free beings from of samsara. Their
efforts 10 liberate beings are impeded by the karma and other obscurations of ind ividuals
that keep them in samsara. In fact, u11til these a re purified we cannot be pulled out. Tara
cannot save you witho ut any effort on your part. You still ha\'e to pas.~ through the
process of the path. This process will be facilirated by supplicatio n o f Tara which can
form part of, or even the basis of the path, bu t you still have to exert you rself. It is not
that Tara lacks coropas.sion. The process of liberation from samsara is an interdependent
function of an individual's O\\'n effort and devotion on the one s ide and the compassion

of buddhas and bodhisattvas on the other.
A traditional i1nage for this interdependence is to describe the compassion of buddhas
and bodhisatM.s as being like a hook that is extended downward, a nd sentient beings as
being like clumps of meral o r iron. If a given sentient being has faith, it's as if there were
a ring on top of this iron ball, allowing tl,e hook to fasten onto it, and, no matter how
heavy the clump of iron may be, 10 pull it up. If a sentien t being lacks faith then there's
no ring for the hook of compassion to make contact with. So it is not the ca$t? that there
is limitation or partialiry to the compa.,;,,sion of Tarn, buddhas, and bodhisanvas; there
must be the receptivity, in terms of faith, o n the part of the individual beings. If you have
fai th, even if you a rc a ,·ery heavy clump of iron indeed, you could still be p ulled up. If
you do not have faith, then even if you a re as lij:ht as a golf ball there is no way to hook
onto it.
Question , On page 44 of the text it refer,; to the 'seven worlds" and on page 48 •seven
le-els.• Ne these synonymous o r are ,hey tw0 d iffere nt things? Does eithe r of these st\,en
levels or worlds correspond to the six reahns of samsaric existence?
Rinpacbe, The seven wo rlds and the se,•en realms mean something differe11t. The seven
worlds refer to the seven realms o f the different kinds of powerful beings o r spirits-the
claw, asurru, Mgas, p,recas, and so o n. Nagru are part of the anintal realm. Precas have tJ,eir
own realm. De,.w are one realm and asura.s are another. 11\us the seven worlds correlate
in part co the six realms. Then, the se\len levels are prqbably se\'CO levels within the prer.a
realm. The pre.rm comprise o ne realm within the six realms.

Vtn, B:udor Tulku Rinpoche

Question, Why is Green Tara green?
Rinpoche, Tara is rhe embodiment of the activity of all buddhas. In Buddhist
iconography, green is t he color associated with t he quality of enlightened activity to
benefit others.
Question, I was surprised to learn that G reen Tara had wrathful manifestations as well
as peaceful o nes. Do most bodhisauvas have born wrathful and peaceful forms?
Rinpoche, Most bodhisattvaS have a primary peaceful form, but also mere can be
wrathful forms as well. There are people who respond to peaceful means and people who
do not, who have to be convinced. For the benefit of that type of person the iconography
is presented as wrathful, but it leads to the same meaning or same realization as the
peaceful one.
Question, Is it helpful to do Tara practice to help overcome feelings of resentment when
anger is directed to me?
Rinpoche, It is fine to use Tara, but the way to do it would be to pray to Tara that your
resentment over their anger be pacified and that in addition their anger itself be pacified.
Question, How does one deal with an overabundance of enthusiasm a nd joy, for
example, towards a particular practice?
RinPoche, This type of excessive enthusiasm may be what is called "enthusiasm for
novelty." The typical pattern of enthusiasm for novelty is that when something is still
new and exotic to you, not yet really a part of your everyday life, at that point you have
cremendous enthusiasm for it. After the novelty wears off, we also lose our interest.
Then, enthusiasm arises for something or someone else. When that's no longer novel,
again we lose our enthusiasm and interest. The problem with this kind of pattern is
obvious. We never achieve anything because our enthusiasm continually shifts from o ne
focus to another. We are constantly running from o ne thing to al\other. TI,at is a
problem for any endeavor, spiritual or secular. When it arises in dharma practice, the
best way co proceed is not to begin your practice too dramatically, not to start with doing
too much. Rather, start small, but keep it going as an unbroken continu ity, u ntil you
reach the end of whatever you have S<et out to do.
Questioru Could you speak about the appropriate situations for using the mancra
syllables TRE and P'HE'T?
Rinpoche, It is not like you just remove SOHA a nd add TRE a nd P'HET onto the end
of the mantra. These mancras are used o nly in the context of a specific liturgy that
prescribes the use of that mantra. In th e text of that liturgy the entire mantra will be
gh-en. The root mantraofTara is OM TARETU'JTARETURESOHA, but when one
has completed t he recitation of the root mantra, and does what are called application
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practices, those specific application practices will involve particular mantras which are
likely to be permutations of the root mantra. For example, there is a longevicy mantra
with additional syllables in it. Then there are mantras for pacification, e nrichment,
magnetizing and so o n. Each liturgy that gives that specific application wUl give the
necessary 1nantra.
Qucstioru Would you say something about faith?

Ri.npoche: Faith is necessary in o rder for practice to be effective. A traditional saying is
that someone without faith will not develop spiritually, just as a burnt seed will not lead
to a plant. Trying to practice with no faith is like planting a burnt seed. It will not lead to
an)othing; the seed will just rot in the ground.

On the other hand, we need to be intelligent about what we mean by faith. Part of our
cynicism about faith is correct- faith has to be of the right kind. There is a cype of faith
that basically is a sort of naive hope or blind faith. We are hoping that something
wonderful v. ill happen ro us. When we go co meet a lama or spiritual teacher we have
this tremendous expectation about it. The expectation itself causes us to contrl\·e a kind
of dramatic enthusiasm, a feeling of dramatic faith. You meet this person. You admire
them. There is an intense emotional response to them that is positi\,-c. That i5 faith, but it
is an iffy thing, bec.,use it is based on wanting something, hoping fo r something, or
expecting something. A, soon as things do not go the way you want, the way you expect,
t he whole thing can sour very quickly.
1

The type offaith traditionally considered genuine and stable is what is called "informed
faith." This is faith that comes from a basic and realistic undersis,nding of spiritualicy. It
mean.,, for example, understanding what dharma really is, and t herefore how it actually
will effectively benefit the practitioner and those influenced by the practitioner. By really
understanding the reasons for faith, faith will become stable. Then, with the basis of a
fundamental understanding of dharma, you can read literature that traditionally
promotes faith, such as the biographies of great meditators. Principal in our tradition
would be the biographies ofMilarepa and Gampopa and so forth. When you read these
biographies and you see how these individuals pracriced, and ,vhat types of realization
and experience t hey developed through practice, and ha,,ng achiev~d these realizations
how they were able to effectively benefit others, that will foste r in you the attitude of
intense aspiration to follow t heir e,cample-to do what they did and to achieve what tl,ey
did. This is based, ho"'·e"er, upon having correct information and not merely upon
expectation.
Questioru I was very pleased to see that Green Tara uses laughter. At times I feel the
only way I can respond to either general c haos or absurd icy is with laughter. Obviously,
there is a therapeutic use of laughter. How does that fit into Tibetan Buddhism'
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Rinpoche1 There is no formal practice of laughing in this tradition, no practice manual
that says, "if you laugh in the following way, these will be the specific benefiis." But, as
you said, it is obvious there are therapeutic benefitS of appropriate laughter. 1f someone
is suffering, and that individual is surrounded by gloomy people, who appear to be
suffering to the same or even greater degree, then everyone's misery is compounded and
it just keeps escalating. lf someone enters that situation and, in an appropriate and
respectful way, introduces a bit of levity, so people don't take themselves so seriously, it
ca.11 gradually help to ease, at least to some extent, the suffering of others. We don't f'ind
a particular prescription for this in ,he teachings. le is certainly something tl)3.( is well
k11own in the secular world, however, that appropriate levity and laughter does help
people. It is healthy. Therefore I encourage you to laugh as much as you can!
Qucstiom Is it necessary for someone to undersrand this text completely before
receiving the empoYt•erment?

Rinpoche: No, what is of prin1ary importance is fuith. lf you have faith in it then you
will receive its benefits. Of course, it is excellent to understand. It is best to understand
as much about it possible, but if you do not have faith, and understand everything,
you will still not get any benefit.

a.,

Question: At the end of rhe statement of benefits, do we say CH lK'
Yeshe Gyamtso, You do say it. It is not actually in the text, because the text is phrased as
a st.,rement of the benefits. It is Buddha Vairocana's sratement concerning the benefits
of the recitation. When we are reciting it, the word CHlK ("may it be so') is customarily
added because it turns the meaning from a statement into an aspiration. However, when
Buddha Vairocana was teaching it, he v.iasn't making an aspiration, he v.,a.s saying \Vhat
was going to happen.
Question, Can you explain the difference berween the reciration of the praises to Tara
and the mantra?
RinPoChe, There is no real difference in the benefits. The mantra is the essence of the
praises and the praises also contain and expound the 1nantta. But there is a big difference
in con\lenience. The mantra is ten syllables and the praises are three pages.

Question: Speaking of convenience, is it appropriate to recite the 21 praises repeatedly
just as a practice in itself?
Rinpoche, Sure, a lot of people do that.

Question: ls the statement of benefits recited more than once as well?
Rinpochc, 1llat is not do11e re peatedly. It is just chanted once at the end.

Tbt PrllCtke ofGtttn Tan

Q uestion, ls it okay to use the shon OM TARE TU1TARE lURE SOHA in a sad
situation , like if you see a dog running om into the stteet or something? Can you do that
when you don't have time to do the visualization or other parts of the practice.
Rinp<>che, Sure.
Question , If )'Ou're doing the 2 1 praises, is it always necessary to finis h with the benefits.
Rinpoch e, At the end of the last recitation of the praises.

Question: Since certain stanzas have certain specific benefits or effects associated with
them, is it appropriate to do in certain situations, to apply only that. ..
Rinpoche, It is not wrong to do that. You can, if you wish, extract a stanza and repeat
that.
Question: What about the other mantras mentioned in the praises!
Rinpocbe, In this practice, t here really is only the ten.syUable mantta, the main mantta.
This liturgy is actuaUy t he practice of the peaceful Tara. While references are made in the
praises to other forms of Tara, the basic practice it.ielf, into which these praises are
insened, is that of peaceful Tara.
Questio n: In stating the benefits, does that sort of mean that it is acceptable to bring
Green Tara and her blessings into mundane things as long as they are not harmful to
others? Is it okay to ask her for such mundane benefits?
Rinp<>che, Yes. That is one aspect of her superiori~he can be accessible to us in that
way.
Q uestion , Can Tara help with the poison of environmental pollution?
Rinpoche, Yes.

Continuing with the Main Practice
After reciting the 21 Prai,., "'Tara twice, you then repeat the offerings-both the outer
offerings a nd the offering of t he mandala-<1.nd visualize as foUows. When you perform
the practice for the benefit of someone who is sick, or afflicted by particularly virulent
demons, or suffering fro1n weapons or warfare, or from poison, or any other danger, you
can acrually visualize these people below Tara, in the frontal visualization. This is the
point in the practice where )'OU actually include these bei ngs in your visualization,
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whether this is a relati\,e, a friend, o r anl'one else you wish to help. In general, visualize
all sentient beings, and these beings in particular.
With the words CHAK YE C HOK JIN, you imagine that ,he right hand of the frontal
visualization Tara, which has bctn in the posture of supreme ge.nerooity, moves into the
mudra ofbes,owing pro1ee1ion. Below Tara, under this mudra of protec,ion a re \'Ourself,
the beings for whom you have particular concern, aod aU sentient beings in general. You
think t hat by being placed under Tara's pro tection all beings are assured protection fro m
v.•h.1.tever individual danger or fear is threatening each one. For example, someone who is
afraid of sickness is protected from sickness. Someone who is suffering from poison is
protected from poison, and so forth. Tl,us you can visualize indi,iduals who a re sick o r
having specific obstacles, below and in front of you, under Tarn's protection, and also
\'Ourself al\d aU sen1ient beings.
With regard to specific words of t he text, KYAP JIN means giving protection, and CHAK
GYA is mudra. OAK means self. DANG is "and." SUNG JA refers to whoever you want
to be protected by Ta ra. KO N means all, and TS'HO NE means being under, in th e
sense of being under the protection mudra of Tara. JlK PA means fears, and KON LE
means "from all. • UK YUNG means giving relief, and GYUR means something like
11
become. 11 In brief, you are requesting Tara's protection for yourse1f and all rhe rest of
beings, and in particul", those specific ones \'OU want 10 be protected. Through being
under the mudra of Tara's protection, may we be relieved from all fears and dangers.

Then you rcc.ite the 21 PYai.s.es to Tara three times v. hile maintaining this visualizadon .
1

All meditation practice is a matter of mind. lf your mind is not concentrated on the
visualization and 1he meaning, then simply uttering the words verbally does not lead to
,he complete benefit o r results. ln T ibet ,here were parrots 1h.u heard the Mani mantra
,eeired so ofren that the)• learned to say "OM MANI PEME HU1'1G. • Thus it became a
well-known Tibetan saying to compare a practitioner's mindle~ repetition of mantras to
a parrot reciting OM MANI PEME HUNG.
Whethe r o r not )'OU are actually able to benefit me beings for whom you are praying
depends on how strong yo ur conc.enrration is. 11,us it is impQrtant tl'\at while you are
reciting the 2 1 Praises to Tara three times, Your concentration on Tara as well as the
being you v. ant t0 benefit must be very strong. lt lS also said that the accuracy in the
reading o f the sadhana as well as !hat of t he mantras is very imponant. Doing the
sadhana once with precise and accurate pronunciation is (-qual to doing it 100 times
without accurate pronunciation. Likewise, if ycu do the recitation of the 21 Praises to
Tara 100,000 times v.rithout a very clear, strong, c01'l.ccntration on those you wish to
benefit or on the visualization, t hat would really only equal the benefit of doing one full
Tara sadhana v.rith clear, stTong concentration. Maintaining proper concentration is that
important.
1
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Following this repetition of the Tara praises, you repeat the general offerings and the
mandala offering a third time. You then visualize that from Tara's body comes a stream
of nectar, amrita, which flows down and enters the top of the head of yourself and all
sentient beings, especially those you are trying to protect. You can either think that (he
nectar streams from her body as a whole or from the large toe of he r right foot. The
nectar enters the top of the head, flows down through the body, and as descends it drives
out all the impurities and obscurations which leave from the bottom and dissolve into
the ground. Then your body and that of all sentient beings become filled with nectar,
and you should think that a ll the blessings ofTal'1l's body, speech, and mind are
complete. Maintaining this visualization, you recite the 21 Pral.$(;$ seven times.
Following the seven recitations of the 21 Proist3, you recite a description of their benefits.
(Editor's nott: Thi.s section CO\.lrn much. tht same material as uw git1rn in the dt.scriprion of du
l,en,fiis ot th. end of th. teaching on th. 21 Praises, but it goes into greater d<tail on th. actual
words of 1ht licu,gy and tm,stnts somt additional points.) The text starts with the words LHA
MO LA GO YANG OAK DEN PA. The Utel'1ll meaning of LHA MO is goddess, and
GO means de-.,otion. YANG OAK means totally pure o r perfect. DEN PA means having
developed or possess-ing. Thus it is referring to someone \\1ho has perfect respect or
devotion for Tara. What dliS n,eans is that you are not praying to Tara for temporary
protection for today or tomorrow because some.t hing is dueatening )'OU, or for tempol'1l.ry
freedom from sickness, and so on. Instead, you have absolute certainty that Tara is a
complete source of refuge until attaining enlightenment. It is possible to take refuge
thinking that, "I'm raking refuge now, I'm receiving protection now, but l don't know if
I'm always going to rake refuge, and I'm not sure if they'll always protect me." Faith is the
opposite of this doubting attitude. There is an absolute cornmiunent on your own part to
take refuge in Tara from now untll you attain enlightenment,·and an absolute certainty
on your part that Tara will afford you protection until you attain etilightenrnenr.
ln the next line of the text LO DEN means having d,is awareness. GANG GI means
"whose," RAP is highest or supreme, DANG is "and," and JO PE mea.n s to say or uner.
This refers to the practitioner who recites the sadhana with purity of mind and perfect
de-,,otion to Tal'1l. SO means before darkness or sunset, DANG is "and;' T'HO RANG is
before dawn- ,,ery early in the morning. LANG PAR means to rise, JENE is an auxiliary
verb here meaning "doing." Altogether the phl'1lse means reciting the sadhana early in t he
morning and at sunset. ln the next line, OREN PE means to ren,ember or recollect. Ml
JlK means not to be afraid. T'HAM C HE means "all," in the sense of all fears. RAP is
supreme or excellent, and TER means given. Thus these twO lines together rnea_n that,
for someone with this kind of attitude, recollecting Tara at dusk and at dawn (having
risen at dawn), Tal'1l will bestow all kinds offearlessness-protection from C\,erything that
could possibly harm you.
Next the text states that this practice will completely pacify or uproot all )'Our

unwholeson,e actions, purify them, and conquer all the lower realms. TI,is means that
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any unwholesome karma you have accumulated that would cause you to be reborn in the
lower realms ""ll be purified. You will quickly obtain empowerments from 70 million
buddhas-the victorious ones. In addhion, in every lifetime you \vill obtain an excellent
precious human body, have increasing faith in Tara, and finally come to attain full
buddhahood.
People often have mistaken notions about the various deities of vajrayana practice. They
do not u nderstand that all the various peaceful and wrathful deities have exactly the same
essence, \\1hich is the dharmakaya. It is taught that all the victorious ones are the saine, or
are one in the expanse of wisdom. In other words, the essence of all the buddhas,
bodhisattvas, and deities is the same in that they all arise out of the dharmakaya. The
different aspects that arise, the different yidams and so forth, arise in the same manner
that the moon's reflection arises on many bodies of water. There is a single moon, yet
each body of water displays a different image of the moon in it. The varied forms of the
deities are simply displayed in order to perform benefit for and to discipline and train
sentient beings. Not understanding that this single wisdom essence is the source of the
varied n,ar1ifestations, people think that meditation on different deities leads to different
results. Sometimes they think that if they meditate on a peaceful deity like Chenrezik,
they ""LI not attain enlightenment very quickly, that it is not very powerful. They think
t hey had better meditate on a wrathful deity and attain great power and enlightenment
very quickly. This misconception arises from not understanding the fact that the nature
of peaceful deities such as Chenrezik and the nature of wrathful deities is exactly the
same. The essence of a deity such a Chcnrc.ik is the dharmakaya, and the state or sphere
in which he operates is 1ovin.g-,k.indness and compassion. TI,is is true of all peaceful
deities.
TI,e wrarhful deities' essence is also dharmakaya, and the state or sphere in which they
operate is also compassion and loving-kindness. The reason their appearance differs is
that there are beings who cannot be trained by peaceful means. ln order to train them,
the dharmakaya appears in a wrathful fo rm. But it is important to understand first that
t he form of the wrathful deity involved does not wa""r from the state of t he dharmakaya
while maintaining its appearance. N well, the origin and essence of the wrathful
appearance is compassion. It is out of compassion for the confusion of sentient beings
that the deities appear in a wrathful form .
While the minds of all these deities are of the nature of compassion and loving-kindness,

we do not, as ordinary individuals, have the opportunity to meet or see these deities. This
is because the deities are all sambhogakaya manifestations and ordinary beings cannot
meet directly ""'h the sambhogakaya. Therefore, for our benefit, it is necessary that they
emanate further as nirmanakaya, a~ lamas or gurus who are acrually born in the manner
in "'hich we are born, in places v.,he.re we are bom, in this area, on this planet. Thus
while we cannot meet the sambhogakaya, we can meet and obtain teachings from these
lan'las. It is for this reason that enlightened beings are reborn again and again, in the
manner, fo r example, of the Oyalwa Karmap<1. It is important to u nderstand that
although these lamas appear in an ordinary form, with a human body like our own, that
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they are actually (as in the case o f the Gyalwa Karmapa) the body, speech, mind, qualities,
and activity of all buddhas combined into one form. By relying upon such a great guru,
we can acrually traverse the paths and stages. Having done so and attaining bodhisatM1
realization through rdying on the instructions of a guru such as the Gyalwa Karmapa, at
that point we can really experience o r meet with the sambhogakaya. Since we cannot do
this presently, it is ne<:essary to rely on human gurus.
Returning to the sadhana text, the effects of even extremely powerful poisons can be
dispelled simply by remembering Tara. This is true whether the poisons are encountered
in our own home or while traveling. They can be dispelled whethet they a re eaten o r
drunk, however they a re consumed. Addiriona\\y any affliction from demons, epidemics,
or any kind of suffering can be completely abandoned, completely transcended by
remembering Tara. This is not only true for ourselves, but by praying to Tara we can
actually cause these kinds of sufferings to be dispelled for other sentient beings.
Then in the text you continue with NYI SUM DON DU. NYJ means rwo, SUM means
three and DON means seven. Ne,r, NOON PAJO means 10 recite, and NA means "if."
This is referring to the recirations of the 21 1.'raises of Tara. lfone is able to pray to Tara,
reciting the 21 Ptai.5e.s of Tara twice and then three rinles and rhen seven times, \\eith true,
one-pointed concentration on Tara, then all your wishes and can be accomplished,
whether for yourself or for others. If you are wishing for wealth, your wish will be
accomplished. If you wish for anything else, like a son or daughter, such a wish could be
also accomplished. Whatever one wishes for, whether it is relative or ultimate siddhi, it
wUl be obrained. If there are any hindrances or obsracles to the accomplishment of your
wishes, through the performance of the Tara practice they will be ,wept away.
The imporrant factor that determines whether or not you actually obrain blessings and
siddhi is your faith. There are three kinds of faith. There is the faith of longing or
aspira,ion, the faith of trusting, and finally the clear faith which is the actual
undersranding that the deity has the qualities one is attributing to them. Based on the
presence or absence of these three cypes of faith you obrain blessing. In the case of Tara,
if you pray to her with genuine faith and absolute certainty that she can bestow the
fulfillmem of your aims and pro,ect \'OU, you will obtain all that you pray for.
In the same way, if we are able to have actual cerrainty in our root guru, then we will
obrain great blessing. It is said that it depends upon our perception of t he guru whether
or not we re<:ei"e blessing. If you perceive your root guru as inseparable from Vajradhara
then you will recei\'e the blessing of a lama who is inseparable from Vajradhara. If you
think of your guru as a great lama, unlike other lamas, then you will receive the blessing
of the great lama who is unlike other lamas. If you conceive of your root guru as a
completely o rdinary person wandering in samsara endlessly and aimlessly, not unlike
yourself, then you will recei"e the blessing of a root guru who is like yourself wandering
in s:amsara and you will continue to experience rebirth in sams.1.ra endlessly and
aimlessly.
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Equally important is chac your aims and wishes in performing Tara pracdce must be in
accordance with the wishes a nd imeniions of the enlightened beings-the buddhas and
bodhisanvas. Prom the very first moment they enter the path of practice until the final
tealization of enlightenment, all buddhas and bodhisanvas dC'...,lop and cultivate
bodhicitta~ltruistic mind. This means wami11g to make all sentient beings happy, to
benefit them. Since this altruism is the sole intention of the en.lightened bei11g$---whether
they are fully enlightened buddhas or bodhisattvas-if you do not have the welfare of all
sentient beings in your aspirations, if what you wish to attain through your practice is
harmful to o thers, you will not p lease enlightened beings at all. In short, in =ry practice
you have to include all sentient beings, wishing benefit for them, and fot them to be
happy. 11,at is the main concern in practice.
Understanding the altruistic attirude of enlightened beings could be quite confusil\g to
ordinary people like ourselves. The teachers of the past and present always emphasize
how vimI it is for us to de,..,lop the altruistic attitude and to work to benefit all beings.
Yet we might not see them physically doing very much that is overtly helpful or beneficial
to beings. If we do not see the benefit in physical manifesmtion, due to our being at
ordinary level of mind, we n,ay sometimes have doubts. We muse realize, however, that
bodhicitta, enlightened mind, is not just for the present; it is not for just for one lifetime.
lt carries on from lifetime to lifetime, from incarnation to incarnation. It is benefiting
countless beings in very subtle ways that are beyond the capacity of ordinary bei11g such
as ourselves to experience or recognize. This is how the blessings and activities of che
enlightened beings work. The wish to make all living beings happy, to help a ll beings, is
really the essence of mahayana Buddhism.

The other key to achieving enlightenment, of course, is co cue attachment-to remove the
grasping and cli11ging we all have within ourselves. The great master Tilopa said to his
scudent Naropa, "'outer appearances, the phenomena of samsara, arc not preventing you
from expetiencil\g enlightenment. What is really preventing you from achieving total
enlightenment is your inner attachment, your grasping and clin_gin,g, co those outer
appearances."' Therefore cutting through attachment is also essential to progressing
toward enlightenment.
Rerurni11g to the text of the sadhana, following the recimtion of the benefits, you offer a
torma to Tara. You purify the offering subsmnces by means of the AM RITA manna and
then with the SWABHAWA manna, you dissolve them into emptiness. Next you
visualize. that from emptiness arises a syllable OM, which changes instantly into an
inconceivably vast vessel or container of precious subsmnces. TONG PAY NGANG LE
means from emptiness, and OM YIK means the syllable OM. Inside it, from the three
syllables OM, AH, and HUNG, symbolizing the body, speech, and mind, comes the
acwal offering torma, which is ,;sualized as inexhaustible wisdom necm.r, ]NANA
AMRITA. ZAK ME means inexhaustible, YE SHE DO 1SI is wisdom necmr and GYUR
means becomes. What you should undersmnd about YESHE KYI DUTSI (which is the
Tibemn for )NANA AMRJTA), is that the wisdom nectar is something quite unlike what
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we eat or drink. lt is a substance which is the absence of the five poisons-the absence of
anger, desire, stupidity, jealousy, and pride.

You then bless the torma v.;th the recitation of OM AH HUNG three times. While you
say OM AH HUNG, you are doing a blessing mudra with your hands. Then you offer
the corma with two offering mantras and the torrna offering mudra. The first mantra is
to Tara, OM ARYA TARE SAPARIWARA !DAM BALI NOTA which is a mantra of
food offerings, and KHA KHA KHAHI at the end means "please eat" in Sanskrit. You
say rhat three times. The lasr rime as you say KHAHI you snap your fingers. Having said
that these manrras, you think that you have done a complete offering to the all the 21
Taras.

The second one, the AK.ARO mantra, is to the accompanying retinue. As we said, you

bave invoked not only the Taras but also a cloud-like assemblage of buddhas,
bodhisanvas, and the protectors and so forth. Thus when you say this second mantra
three times think that you have made offerings to the rest of the assembly that surround,
Tara.
Following the actual offering of the torma, i·ou make a request to the deities. First, you
describe the torma as an offering of generosicy. The word CHO, or offering, refers to the
offering of the tom,a to Tara and the Three Jewels. The word generosicy, JIN, means that
you are also making the offering to all sentient beings in general, and especially to those
to whom you owe karmic deb<.s, and to demons. The word DAM PA, which is literally the
word for holy, means undeceiving, pure in the sense of undecei\fog. The meaning is that
you are not just pretc::nding to offer somed\ing. You are requesting that Tara and her
retinue regard you ~·ith great wisdom as you are making this offering, and that receiving
the offering in the state of greac bliss, they may bestow relative and ultimate siddhi on
yourself and all sentient beings. This is the request for the fulfillment of one's aims.
Then you make the outer offerings to Tara with the offering mantras. Verses of praise
follow this, starting with the words OM NANG WA T'HA YE. NANG WA T'HA YE is
one of the Tibetan names for Amitabha Buddha, the Buddha of Boundless Light. PE
MAY RIK is the lorus fumily. This refers to the fact thar Amitabha is lord of the Locus
Family. JIKTEN WANG CHUK is another name for Chenre,ik." ZHAL LE JUNG here
means originating from the fuce (of Chenrezik). 11,is refers to the story of Tara's
origination. At one time Chenrezik was feeling discouraged at the sufferings of sentienr
beings, thinking he might not have enough energy or power to liberate them all, and so
he shed many tears. His tears formed a lake and at the center of the lake grew a locus,
from which Tara appeared. Thus in the text where it literally says she appeared from his
face, it is a very condensed reference to chis story.

"Sanskri~ Avalokitcshvara
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In the ne.xt line , SANG GYE KON GYl THRIN LE OAK means master of the activity
of all buddhas. We are saying that Tara is the embodiment of the activities of all the
buddhas--their body, speech, mind, and qualities. In the next line we call her P'HAK MA
DROL MA, exalted Tara. Exalted in what sense? She is exalted in the sense of being free
from all the mental afflictions or kleshas, and in being the one who liberates othel'll from
these samsaric patterm as well. The line ends with CHAK TS'HAL, homage o r
prostration, a nd TO which means praise.
Beyond that, you make praise to all who are worthy of praise, all the Three Jewels,
bowing down with as many bodies as there are atom.s in all realm.s. You make this praise

with supreme faith-unchanging, unwavering faith which will persist until you attain
enlightenment.
Following the prais<e, you request t he fulfillment of your particular aims. You address this
request to Tara (JE TSUN P'HAK MA) a nd he r retinue (KHOR DANG CHE) and
request that she thil\k of you with non-conceptual compassion (MIK ME T'HUK JE) and
loving-kindness. An ordinary being might think, •this being should not suffer," but
regarding someone else think, "it's all right if this pel'llOn suffers.' Tara is not like t his.

She has no conception of friends, enemies, or those in between. Her compassion is like
the sun, which shines impartially and spontaneously. TI,e sun shines on the ocean, it

shines on castles., on kin.gs, on fields-it shines on everything without any preference. In
the same way, Tara's compassion pervades everything and srrikes all sentient beings. We

then request that ,vhatever aims "'ie arc praying are acco1nplished without any sort of
obstacle.
T here are some particular things for which you are pra1fog. First, that the doctrine of the
Buddha (SANG GYE TENPA) spread and increase (GYE). You also pray that among the
holders of the teaching, TEN DZIN, there may be harmony of mind. THUK means
mind, and T'HON means harmonious o r in accord. You pray that the teachers live long
(ZHAB PE TEN), and that aU ob.stacles (BAR CHE) that threaten their lives be pacified.
Finally there is the aspiration that their activity both of teaching and practicing the

dharma increase.
Next you request that all sickness (NE), famine (MUI<), as well as agitation and strife
(T'HRUK TSO) be pacified, and that wealth and glory combined with dharma increase.
In other words, you are requesting that people have a lot of wealth and happiness and
material benefit, but in t he context of practicing dharma. You also request that the
authority of kings who guard the dharma increase, and that beings in a ll kingdoms,
whether borderlands (countries without dharlll3) or centtal countries (those with
dharma_}, be happy.
TI,en we request to be protected from a number of things. First of these are the 16 fears.
JLK PA means fear , CHU DRUK is l 6. The 16 fea rs are specific things, such as fears of
flood, fire, wind, and earth . In the visualization, we have the central Tara encircled by 20
Taras. Of the 20 Taras in the retinue circle, the 4 Taras at the cardinal direction poinrs
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are the peaceful, enriching, magnetizing and wrathful Taras. The other 16 Taras bestow
protection from the 16 fears. You ask Tara to protect you from these, and as well, from
untimely death (DO MIN CHI), from inauspicious dreams during the night, and
inauspicious signs during the day. You request her protection from the suffering of
samsara in general and particularly the suffering of the lower realms, such as the hell
realm, and animal existence, from all temporal suffering such as illness and poverty, and
from the ultimate or final fear which is the suffering of samsara and emotional
defilements. You ask her to conquer all of these. Then you request that she cause life,
merit, and personal power (WANG T'HANG) to increase.
The meaning of WANG THANG is something different from merit It comes as a result
of merit, but is a quality that can be distinguished from it, as a fruit of merit It is a kind
of personal presence or power that makes someone almost difficult to look at or talk to.
For example, you think of many things 10 say to thls person, but as soon as you are
confronted with their presence you forget them all right away.
Continuing in the sadhana, you requ~'t that meditation experience and realization
(NYA.'vl TOK) increase. You pray that not"""" the thought of non-virtue arise, and that
the two kinds of bodhicitta OANG CHUP SEM), relative and ultimate, arise without any
effort. Ordinarily, when you want to give rise to relative-or evc.n more so to ultimate

bodhicitta- it demands a great deal of concentration or work. Here you pray that these
arise automatically, and that all of your wished-for aims are accomplished in accordance
with the dharma.
You then request that from now until all sentient beings attain the essence of
enlightenment, may Tara regard them with immeasurable loving-kindness, as a mother
would regard her only child, and ultimately may all sentient beings attain her stare, and
become inseparable from her.
Following that prayer, you think that the frontal visualization, Tara together with her
retinue, melts into light, and dissolves into yourself. At d,at point you should think that
the body, speech, and mind of Tara and your own body, speech, and mind become
completely inseparable by means of this blessing. You yourself are Tara; that sort of pride
is necessary. This is not arrogant pride, but is the pride of confidence that you are now
inseparable from the body, speech, and mind of the actual, primordial Tara. Having
de\'eloped the pride of the deity, you visualize yourself naturally in the form of Tara.
Again, it i.$ an appearance v.1ithout any essence or narure, ,1.,ithout any solidity or
established existence. Maintaining this view, recite the mantra, OM TARE TUTARE
TURESOHA.
During the mantra recitation, if you are able, you should regard all appearance as the
deity, all sound as the mantra, and all thought or memory as the play of wisdom.
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For those who are doing this Tara practice on a regular basis, the usual amount of
mantras to do would be one round of the mala. A mala is traditionally strung with 108
beads, so there would be 108 recitations of the mantra for each round of the mam.

Ho-w·ever, if sorneone were ro do a retreat on the practice of Tara, then the amount of the
mantra he or she would need to accomplish would be 100,000 for each sylbble. Sil\ce
the manrra has 10 syllables, that would amount to one million recitations. Tbat is what
would traditionally be considered as accomplishing the mantra in retreat.
You should maintain the conviction during the recitation that you actually are Tara. Al
the end of the mantra, recite the 10().sylbble mantra ofVajrasattva once, three, or
however many times. Along with this \'OU request the patience of the deity with whatever
failing;; or shortcomi~ there were in your practice. For example, you might not have
gathered all the necessary materials, or they may have been defe,;tive or impure. You may
have made errors in the recitation or been distracted in your visualizations, so you
request Tara's patience for whatever mistakes you have made in connection with the
practice.

Next comes the request for the deities to deparL Note, howe\ler, that this part is not
usually recited in the rcgubr practice. It is only recited when you will be no longer be
practicing in a particumr place, and the images of the deity will be moved. Here at KTD,
for example, we have receptacles for the body, speech, and mind of the deity-Statues for
the body, and so forth, and we dissolve the deities into them at the end of the sadhana.
However, if \'OU have been doing the practic-e in \'OU r home and you are about to move to
a new pmce, before packing your pictures and statues and shrine articles, \'OU should
chant this request for the deities to depart. If you are doing the practice in a particular
location for a period of time and then arc moving, you would also chant these verses.
Not to do so would be like inviting someone to \'<>Ur house, requesting them to be
seated, giving them a meal, speaking to them, and then abruptly leaving them. It is a little
imp0lite; a little incorrect. Therefore, although we do not chant the SHEK SOL, the
request to depart, o n a regular basis here, it is necessary to do so if the objects of supp0rt
are going to be disturbed or moved in any way. The actual meaning of the recitation is:
"You perform the benefit for sentient beings. Please bestow siddhi which is in
accordance with the needs and capacities of each and every different being.• Then you
ask that t hey rerurn to their pure land, which in the case of Tara is Lotus Design, but
that they come back when you request them to do so. Then you say BENDZA MU, make
the appropriate mudra, and think that the deities have de!l'lrted.
After this you recite the twO lines beginning with LHA DANO RANG SEM. LHA
DANO RANG SEM YER ME PA means •my mind and the deity's are inseparable."
CHO YING NYUK MAY NOANO DU ZHAK means 'resting in the primordial essence
of the dbarmadhatu." Literally you are saying that that you should rest in the natural
state, the dharmadhatu, which is the deity Tara, with her mind and your own mind
inseparable. When doing this practice in a group, it is usual not to pause very long here.
If you are doing the practice on your own, then you ca.n stop and meditate at this p0int.
lt is fitting to do shamata (tranquility) meditation. Alternatively, if you have developed
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some capacity to do so, it is appropriate to meditate in accordance with, for example, the
words of the TI\ird Karmapa, Rangjung Dorje, in Th, Aspiration of Mahamudra.
Concerning the nature of mind, he said,

It is not the case that it exists., b«ause ic is not st:tn aitn by the victorious ones.
It i.s Mt
Ca!< mat it doe., Mt exist, for it is the basi.s of samsara and ni,vana.
lt is the unified middle waJ without contTadiction.
May du, nature, cite dharmata, of the mind which i.s beyond"""'""'• be r<tJlitecl.

w

To say the mind does I\Ot exist means that it cannot be described as having specific
characteristics. It is said that none of the victorious ones, none of the buddhas, has ever
seen the mind. If they had, they could say it is shaped like t his, it is this si,e, it has this
color, and so forth. Howe"er, none of these qualities can be ascribed to the mind. On
the other hand, the mind cannot be said not to exist because it is the mind that attains
the st:He of omni$Cience, buddhahood, and it is the mind that wanders in the lower
realms of samsara.
The third line of Karmapa Rangjung Dorie's \'Cl'SC says the unified middle way is without
conmdic,ion. This can be explained in v.·ords from the Uc:r.ara:tt.1n&ra.sha.s1ra of the
Bodhisattva Maitreya, in which the word mahamudra is defined by its syllables. In
Tibetan, the word for mahamudra is CHAK OYA CHENPO. In the Tibetan, the word
for mudra, CHAK OYA, comes first. CHAK is said to be the wisdom which cogniies
e mptiness (TONG PA NY1 KY! YE SHE). 11,en GYA, which literally means "vastness,
"extent," or "'seal," is explained as "not passing beyond that." I, is ,he aspect of clarity,
\ \1hich is not something separate from, other than, o r beyond ~n1pdncss. Finally there is
CHENPO, w1,ich means "great;"' (11 maha,. in Sanskrit), which is the. fa.ct tha, the tv.•o are
indivisible, inseparable, and unified. 11lat is what is meant by the path of the great
middle way, which is the unification.

Concluding the Practice
Following the meditation, as sho rt or long as it may be, you dedicate the merit with •
sho rt prayer. Looking at the words of the dedication, GE WA means virtue, and DI
means .. d"liS,.. referring to whatever virtue you have accomplished in doing the practice.
NYUR DU means quickly. DAK means self, as in "myself who has done che practice.•
P'HAK MA DROL MA again means exalted Tara, and DRUP GYUR NE means
"becoming accomplished" (in the exalted state of Arya Tara). ORO WA means sentient
being, CHIK KYANG means "even one;" and MA LO PA means "not excluded." SA
means "stage" o r "Je"el," and LA means · ar" o r "ro.• GO PARSHOK means •may be
established,• referring to all sentient beings. Thus you are saying, "By the virtue of this,
may I quickly attain the state of Arya Tara, and having attained that, ma)' I esmblish all
sentient beings without any exception in tha, sanle state."
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After the dedication comes the Tashi, or the request for auspiciousn0$S. It takes the form
of a prayer to Tara and the Three Jewels that they grant thei.r b l0$Sing. You say, "Like a
wish fulfilling jewel or an excellent vase (made from a material such as gold), bestowing
without any impediment all wished-for aims, may you, Jetsun Drolma, togecher with all
the victorious ones and their offspring, the bodhisauws, protect us with your
compassion and be inseparable from us.• Then you conclude it by saying, "May there be
the auspiciousn0$S of the protection by the compassion of not being separate from Arya
Tara and all the victorious ones and their offspring.•
This completes the instruction in the practice called Zap Tik Drolm,, Man.Jal Choga, the
Tara practice that we recite. Instruction in this is based upon three things, the sources in
the tantras, transmissio11 or LUNG, and inscruction or MEN NGAK. We we nt through
the origin of this practice in the tantra., earlier. There are sources for it in all four levels
of tantra: kriya, charya, yoga, and anuttara\'Oga, and these four are all combined in this
practice. With respect to transmission, the source of it is Guru Rinpoche
(Padmasambhava). The method of transmission from him in this case is primarily termathe termas of Guru ChOkyi Wangchuck, a very early terton, Guru R.atna Lingpa, and so
forth. The teachings which come from these terma transmissions from Guru Rinpoche
have so much blessing that they are literally like the I\CCtar of his heart, and the blessing
of the teaching and the teacher is completely unimpaired. With regard to these, it is also
said that the breath of the dakinis (i.e., the blessing) has not subsided from these
practices.
G uru Rinpoche said that this instruction is t he tantra which bestows inexhaustible bliss
from the expanse of Samantabhadri, the prajna or knowledge aspect of the dharmadharu.
It is the explanation of all appearances as deity, all sound as mantra, and all thought as
wisdom, in the state of the highest wjra tealm.
Thus the source of this transmission is from che dharmakaya. That is what is referred to
by Samantabhadri in the dharmadhatu. It is transmitted through the sambhogakaya,
which is to say, Vajrai'Ogini in the Akanishta pure land (OK MIN). Then it manifests
through che nirmanakaya emanations of Tara a tsuirable times in order to benefit
sentient beings, to train and discipline them.
All this is collected into three forms: ( l) an extensive form, (2) a form which is literally
"useful and necessary," which is to say on a daily basis, and (3) an especially profound
form, with instruction.
Hidden together with the extensive form of chis was an image of Tara which was
promised by Guru Rinpoche to bestow liberation upon sight. This is probably the one
which was at Tsurphu, and is now at Rumtek, which has been known to speak to the
Karmapas. This particular starue has conversations with and gives prophesy to every
Karmapa. The texts were hidden in different places. The shorter version of t he three
arose as thought treasure (GONG TER) chrough che terton C hokjur Dechen Lingpa,
which is the one we have been srudying here.
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Thus this practice i$ the combined essence of tantra, ttansmission, and inscruction, and

the sources of it are found among all four mntra.s. The transmission comes in the form of
a prophesy from Guru Rinpoche, who predicted it would be found panicularly as a
thought treasure, and the actual instruction, the method of practice, comes from the
tenon Chokjur Dechen Lingpa, who received it as a thought treasure more than 1000
years after Guru Rinpoche had departed ftom Tibet.
In this way, having completed the instruction in the profound essence of Tara, Zap Tik
Drol Ma, according to the great terton, Chokjur Dechen Lingpa, you should now
dedicate the roots of virtue of having received instruction in this to all sentient beings.
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Terchen Barway Dorje
Th.is summary ofTerchen Barway Dorje's autobiography
was written by Karma Yesb.e Gyamuo.

I bow to th, g,,ru.
Th, manna of emanation of buddhm and bodhi,,m,,as i, ina>nctioabk and therefore an objrot of

skepticism fer, nihilistic ma<eriali.si,. Howe.er, in order I<> inspire the fairh{ul, I will l,riefly dts<rib<
th, origin and achievements of Terchen Ba,way Do,je as presented in his auwbiogmphy.
According to his autobiography, T erchen Barway Dorje was a.n emanation of Manjushri,
the wisdom of all buddhas. He therefore had appeared innumerable times as intentional
emanations who benefited beings.
In the time of Buddha Shak)'3muni, he took birth as the bodhisattva Marutse, who began
life as a butcher of low caste. Meeting Buddha, he "'" 's given two instructions by him: to
not eat the flesh of a ljon cub, and to not marry a princess. At that time two kings, one a.
Hindu and the od,er a Buddhist, were at war. The Buddhist king befTiended Marutse
and, ha,,ng found the body of a lion cub, presented it to the butcher as food.
RecoUecting Buddha's ad,,ce, Marutse refused to eat it, which so impressed the Hindu
king that he abandoned his war against the Buddhist king and accepted Dharma. In
gratitude, the Buddhist king presented his daughter as a b ride to Marutse. Again
recollecting Buddha's advice, Marutse refused to marry her, and went on to attain the
ttnth bodhisattva level in that Life.
He was reborn as Manjushrimitra, the second holder of dzogchen. Manjushrimitra
studied at Vajra,;ana and became the crown jewel of its five hundred pandits. One day,
d uring an assembly, he asked if anyone possessed instructions that could bring
buddhahood in one life. He was told that Oarab Dorje, then li,,ng in western India,
possessed such instTuctions, having received them directly from Vajrasattva.
Manjushrimitra \\'ent to Oarab Dorje, received dwgchen from him, and meditated until
he achieved the rainbow body of great transference. According to Terchen Barway
Dorie's autobiography, and according to the writings ofJamgon Lodro Taye, Jetsun
Milareµa can be considered an emanation of Manjushrimitra.
Manjushrimitra was reborn as the mahasiddha Naropa, who was the mahapandir
~,uarding the northern gate of Nalanda. Having achic-<ed common siddhi and great
learning, Naropa left Nalanda in response to a prediction by his yidam. He arduously
sought the inahasiddha Tilopa, and achieved supreme siddhi through Tilopa's

instructions and his own twelve great austerities. Naropa empo\\-·ered the Tibetan Marpa
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the Translator as his successor and departed for the celestial realm without abandoning
his body.
Another previous life ofTerchen &rway Dorje was Nupchen Sangyay Yeshe, who was
one of Guru Rinpochc's twenl)•fi,.., main Tibetan disciples. These twenty-five are
considered to have been emanations of Guru Rinpoche, five each of his body, speech,
mind, qualities and activity. Among these, Nupchen was the primary emanation of Guru
Rinpoche's body and as such held the lineag< of the yidam of body, Manjushri
Yamantaka. When Guru Rinpoche bestowed the empowerment of the 'SugataS'
Assembly,' Nupchen's Aower landed on Maojushri Yamantaka. Therefore, Guru
Rinpoche bestowed on him alone all of the tantras, agamas and upadcshas of that deity.
Nupchen achieved both siddhis through the sadhana of Manjushri Yamantaka and
departed for the celestial realm without abandoning his body. His teachin/;I survive down
to the present day.
Among the other previous li,,es ofTerchen &rway Dorje were several distinguished
tenons and many lineage holders of both the Barom Kagyu and Surmang Kagyu
traditions.
His birth immediately preceding that as Terchen &no1ay Dorje was as Karma Sungrab
T rinlay R.abgyay of Surmang. He was a disciple of Ozigar Rikdzin Dorje Drakpo, and the
brother of Surmang Tendzin Rinpoche. He received and assiduously practiced various
terma and other instructions, including the uncommon secret lineage ofSurmang
concerning the yidam Chakrasamvara. He became responsible for overseeing Na,ngyal
Tse monasteryofSurmang as his brother, the throne holder, advanced in years. In that
position, Trinlay R.abgyay added to the monastery's images and scriptures while
continuing to prac.tice intensively. He had numerous visions of the tl1ree roots and
recei,'Cd indications of the existence of terma to be entrusted to him, but departed in his
forties for Lotus light, the realm of Guru Rinpoche.
The birth ofTerchen Barway Dorje is described in his autobiography in the following
way. The speech of all buddhas is present in the realm of Lotus light atop the Glorious
Copper.Colored Mountain on the island of C hamarad\'ipa. It appears there as Guru
Rinpoche, surrounded by his twenty-five emanated disciples and innumerable da.kas and
dakinis. They continually gaze upon beings in general and Tibet in particular, and
produce innumerable emanations to benefit beings. In the early part of the male fue
monkey year of the fourteenth cycle (in the spring of 1836), they gazed upon
southeastern Tibet, and saw the great need of beings in this degenerate age. From the
heart of Guru Rinpoche rays of white light issued forth. These entered the heart of
Nupchen Sangyay Yeshe. From his heart rays of blue light issued forth. These mixed with
a sphere of red light that emerged from the heart of Yeshe Tsogyal, and entered into the
union of R.akshur Menla Dargyay and Jangza Rinchen Dronma. Terchen &rway Dorjc
was born at the end of that year.
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As Karma l<ag\'U Tashi, the editor ofTer<:hen Barn,ay Dorje's autobiography, wrote, 'I
can express at most the smallest drop from the ocean of my guru's achievements.' This is
all me more rrue in the case of mis exrremely brief summary. However_,with the
understanding that what follows is only what little of his immeasurable achievements can
be held in the narrow mind of a faithless materialist such as myself, the achievements of
Terchen Barway Dorje may be said to be the following.

He was of great service to the teachings in general and me Kagyu in particular. As me
tecognized reincarnation ofTrinlay Rabgyay, he liv,,d at Surmang, upheld its rraditions,
and served as dance master for the Great Feast Dance of Chakrasamva.ra. He serV<ed the
Barom Kagyu by reviving its rraditions through his rerma. He rransmitted the Karma
Kagyu teachilljlS, especially the Six Dharrnas of Naropa, to many. Finally, he founded
Raktrul monascery in Nangchen, which is active to mis day.
He discov,,red both mind and physical terma. He had continuous visions of Guru
Rinpoche from the earliest age, and began finding terma such as images of Guru
Rinpoche at me age of fi,•e. Several years later, he visited one of Guru Rinpoche's
practice ca,,es. Inside it, he found a rock that suddenly fell apart revealing f,fry,five crystal
flowers of various colors marked with various syllables. He offered these to Chokgyur
Lingpa, who remarked that these were a list of the terma mat Terchen Barway Dorje
would disco"er. In addition to his Barom Kagyu revelations, his major terma include
several sadhanas of Guru Rinpoche and sadhanas ofVajrakumara, Yamanraka, and
various dakini and protector practices.
Among these, the Vajrakumara sadhana renowned as 'the Life-Stake of Existence and
Tranquillity,' also known as 'the Necklace Pouch ofYeshe Tsogyal,' is the most famous.
When Guru Rinpoche was leaving nbet, Yeshe Tsogyal accompanied him part of the
way. Just before ,hey parted, Guru Rinpoche gave her his final instrUctions on the
practice of Vajrakumara, her yidam. He then placed the written form of ihese
instructions in a pouch that he tied aro und her neck. She lacer concealed these teachings,
and they were discovered by Terchen Barway Dorje in the late nineteenth century. They
are practiced to this day.
Throughout his life, Terchen Barway Dorje was guided by Guru Rinpoche. As a }'<>Ung
man, he had a vision in which he flew across a great blue sea, reaching a large island with
a red n\Ountain in its midst. He came to a magnificent palace on top of that mountain. It
was made entirely of jewels and had three stories. In the upper story he saw che five
sambhoga.kaya buddhas surrounded by bodhisattvaS of the ten levels. In me middle story
he saw Guru Rinpocbe surrounded by his twent)'-fi\'e emanated disciples. In the bottom
story he saw Guru Rinpoche in ,he form of the ruler of che rakshasas, surrounded by
male and female rakshasa vidyadharas. He received empowerment from Guru Rinpoche,
and the name 'Dechen Barway Dorje,' ' Great Bliss Blazing Vajra,' which he used from
men on. He is therefore known as "Terchen Barway Dorje,' "The Great Revealer of
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Spiritual 1·reasure Blazing Vajra," and his reincarnation is called "Barway Dorje Tulku
Rinpoche," usually shortened to 'Bardor Tulku Rinpoche.'
Terchen Barn,ay Dorje mastered the four paths of the four empowerments and attained
the rwo siddhis. Through his pract ice o f the generation and completion stages he
removed all the impurities of his chaMels, winds and drops, and realized the unity of
bliss and emptiness. Through the practice of mabamudra and dzogchen he attained
buddhahood.
Through the instructions of Ooche Nawa Lagen and his own mothe r, Terchen Barway
Dorje attained "one.-pointedness."Through the direct transmission of Tai Situ Rinpoche,
he realized "simplicity,"after which his recognition of the mind's nal\Jre never changed.
By cultivating various methods, h.e realized 'one taste," and Anally 'no meditation.' In
that way, he perfected th.e path of mahamudra.
From Terchen Chokgyur Lingpa he received t he empowerment of the Heart-Drop of
Vimalamitra. He engaged in the conduct that separates sam.sara and nirvana and then
practiced the u nity of breakthro ugh and leapover for the rest of his life. Directly
experiencing the four appearances, he perfected the path of drogchen.
An indication of this is that in his later life it was not uncommon for his disciples to see
rainbows emerging from his body. Whe n asked about this, he said that it indicated his
perfection of the path of leapover, although he had long since exhausted such pathappearances in the final fruition.
Approaching the end of his life, Terchen Ba"'"'Y Dorje continually manifested such signs
of attainment. His d isciples, seeing that the e nd was near, asked him if he would take
rebirth. He said that his awareness had already mixed with space. Havi•'l: atraii,ed
buddhahood, he was not restricted by physical embodiment. However, he promised to
take rebirth in order to continue his activity. He then appeared to pass into parinirvana
at the age of eighty-five in the year 1920.
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